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Inspiring our students with a lifelong learning of Islam according to the  
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!AQ"#ID 
What is !Aq"#id? 
 
%Aq('id (Theology) is a study of the roots of religion (U()l al-D*n). It is an extremely important subject because it 
deals with the very foundation of faith in All(h (SWT) and Islam. 
 
The U()l al-D*n comprise of 5 basic principles: 
 
1) Taw+*d (Divine Unity) 
2) $Ad,lah (Divine Justice) 
3) Nubuwwah (Prophethood) 
4) Im,mah (Divine Leadership after the Prophet (S)) 
5) Qiy,mah (Resurrection) 
 
This Chapter Consists Of: 
 
Islam and Muslims 
This part explains the meaning of Islam and what it means to be a Muslim. It provides us with an insight into the 
teachings of Islam and how Muslims are expected to live their lives. It also introduces other sects within Islam 
and the principle differences between these sects. 
 
U$%l al-D&n 
This part looks at the five basic principles of our beliefs mentioned above: Taw+*d (a study of All(h (SWT) and 
His unity); $Ad,lah (the Justice of All(h); Nubuwwah (All(h (SWT)’s guidance to mankind through His 
messengers and revelations); Im,mah (the continuation of All(h (SWT)’s guidance after the demise of the 
Prophet (S)); and Qiy,mah (a study of the resurrection and the Hereafter). 
 
I am a Muslim 
In this part, we look at some of the teachings of Islam and the beliefs of Muslims, and how best we can put 
them to practice in everyday life. 
 
 
Why Study !Aq"#id? 
 
The study of $Aq,'id shapes our understanding of All(h (SWT) and Islam. It addresses important issues such as 
the existence and nature of God, the need for religion and the purpose of our life. An in depth understanding of 
these issues is absolutely necessary, because without that, our actions would not have much significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Lord, 

Guide us in understanding the roots of our religion so that we may better understand Your existence and Your 
nature, and to understand the purpose of our religion and to live by its morals and values. 
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LESSON 1 - FORMAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD  

THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE 

Through the development of 
science and technology, scientists 
have been able to gather a lot of 
evidence and information about 
the beginning of the universe. They 
have used their findings to develop 
a theory known as the Big Bang 
Theory.  
 
This theory explains that about 
13.7 billions years ago, all the 
matter that makes up the universe 
today was concentrated into a 
single tiny point of unimaginable 
density. Following a huge explosion - or a 'big bang' - all the matter in this single 
entity began to expand into the huge universe we have today and it is still 
continuously expanding exponentially.  
 
The Qur'(nic description of the start of the universe is in harmony with the Big 
Bang Theory. All(h (SWT) says that everything in creation was once a single entity 
and was “torn apart” by All(h (SWT): 
 

!"#$!"%&'"()"*"(+ !,'&(-". !")"(/!"0 "1&." &23"4 563"4!"789:3 8;"< 34#="*"0 ">?5@8:3 "="(? &"A"4"<  !" 
 BCD"E CF &D"G 8H#0 5F!"7&:3 ">5I !"%&J"K"L"4  !"  ";M#%5I &N#(? "O"+"<  

Did the unbelievers not realise that the heavens and the earth used to be joined 
together and that We ripped them apart, and that We made every living thing 

from water? Will they not believe? [21:30] 
 

THE COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD 

 
The Argument from an Uncaused Cause 
 
The basic structure of the argument: 
1. Everything has a cause  
2. Every cause itself has a cause   
3. But you cannot have an infinite number of causes  
4. Therefore, there must be an uncaused cause which causes everything to 

happen without being itself caused by anything  
5. Such an uncaused cause is what people understand as God 
 
 

FORMAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE 
OF GOD  01 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. To understand how the Big 
Bang Theory compares to the 
Qur'(nic description of the 
creation of the universe. 
 
2. To be introduced to two 
presentations of the 
Cosmological Argument for 
the existence of God  

In pairs, create a script for a 
role play between an atheist 
and a Muslim about the 
existence of God. Try to 
present the cosmological 
argument.   

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 
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LESSON 1 - FORMAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD  

The argument in detail: 
Scientists are not able to explain what caused the Big Bang, because it was only 
after the Big Bang took place that time and all the laws of science came about. 
Hence, it is not possible to scientifically understand or explain what took place 
before the explosion.  
 
We are only able to speak philosophically, i.e. present rational arguments for the 
possible cause of the Big Bang. It is not possible for any physical entity to come 
into being without a cause. In fact, the validity of science itself is reliant on the 
acceptance of the law of cause and effect. If you see smoke, you know that there 
must be something that caused the smoke to appear.  
 
Similarly, if you see a building, you know that there must have been a builder who 
created the building. The builder himself is the effect of his parents, who are the 
cause of his existence. The parents too are the effects of their parents. If you 
keep going back in this chain of cause and effect, there must have been a first 
cause that itself did not require a cause. Otherwise, the cause and effect chain 
would continue for infinity and nothing would have come about in the first place! 
Due to the fact that we exist and the universe exists, we know for sure that the 
chain is not infinite.  
 
That First Cause (also referred to as the Uncaused Cause) is All%h (SWT). We 
know from science that both time and space came into existence after the Big 
Bang. Therefore, whatever caused the Big Bang must not be bound by these, i.e. 
must be outside of space and time. This is another reason why it is illogical to ask 
what "caused" or created All(h (SWT). He is not bound by time such that 
something can be there "before" Him in order to create Him! 
 
The above argument proposed for the existence of God is called the Cosmological 
Argument. Below is another version of the Cosmological Argument.
 
THE ARGUMENT FROM POSSIBILITY AND NECESSITY 

The basic structure of the argument: 
1. Individual things come into existence and then cease to exit  
2. Therefore, at one time none of them were in existence 
3. But, something comes into existence only as a result of something else that 

already exists 
4. Therefore, there must be a being whose existence is necessary - that is God. 
 
The argument in detail: 
Think about a sweetened cup of tea. Sugar is something that can be described as 
"sweet" and sweetened tea can also be referred to as something "sweet". 
However, there is an important difference between the sweetness of sugar and 
the sweetness of the sweetened tea. If we remove the sweetness from the tea, it 
will still be called tea. Bitter tea is still just as much tea as sweetened tea.  

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 

Sir Fred Hoyle, a renowned 
mathematician, remarks in 
his book that the chance that 
higher life forms might have 
emerged by “chance” is 
comparable with the chance 
that a tornado sweeping 
through a junk-yard might 
assemble a Boeing 747 from 
the materials therein. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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The same cannot be said of 
sugar. Sugar minus its 
sweetness is not sugar. This is 
because sweetness is a 
necessary attribute of sugar 
and hence the two cannot be 
separated, while sweetness is 
not a necessary attribute of tea. 
The sweetness of tea, is 
dependent upon sugar being 
added to the tea. 
 
A similar example can be used 
to understand the relationship between different beings and existence. If the 
relationship between a particular being and existence is necessary, then that 
being must necessarily exist. We can call such a being a "necessary being". Just as 
the relation between sweetness and sugar in a necessary one, so too the relation 
between a necessary being and existence is a necessary relation. It is impossible 
for there to ever be a time when the necessary being does not exist.  
 
In the same way, if the relationship between a particular being and existence is  
not necessary, we can call such a being a "dependant being". Just as the relation 
between tea and sweetness is dependant rather than necessary, so too the 
relation between a dependant being and existence: a dependant being may or 
may not exist.  
 
Human beings and all other beings in this universe are examples of dependant 
beings. At one point in time we did not exist. Currently, we are living in this world 
and we exist. The fact that we currently exist proves that a Being external to us 
gave us existence. This Being must be a necessary being, from which all other 
causes and effects - the whole chain of contingent beings - comes from. That 
necessary being is All%h (SWT) upon Whom we are totally dependent for our 
existence at each moment in our lives. 

 01 

LESSON 1 - FORMAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD  

 

1. Explain the Big Bang Theory for the creation of the universe. How does it compare 
with the Qur'(nic version for the creation of the universe? 

2. Why is it impossible for science to explain as a fact what took place before the Big 
Bang? 

3. If everything in existence requires a cause for its existence, why does God not a 
have a cause? 

IN SUMMARY 

1. The Qur'(nic description of 
the creation of the universe is 
in harmony with the Big Bang 
Theory. 
 
2. There are many ways of 
presenting the Cosmological 
Argument for the existence of 
God. Two famous ways of 
presenting this argument are: 
a) from an uncaused cause, 
and b) from possibility and 
necessity. 
 
3. The argument from an 
uncaused cause: a) 
everything has a cause; b) 
every cause itself has a cause; 
c) but you cannot have an 
infinite number of causes; d) 
therefore, there must be an 
uncaused cause which causes 
everything to happen without 
being itself caused by 
anything; e) such an 
uncaused cause is what 
people understand as God. 
 
4. The argument from 
possibility and necessity: a) 
individual things come into 
existence and then cease to 
exit; b) therefore, at one time 
none of them were in 
existence; c) But, something 
comes into existence only as 
a result of something else 
that already exists; d) 
Therefore, there must a 
being whose existence in 
necessary - that is God. 

KEY POINTS 

FORMAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE 
OF GOD  
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ACTIVITY 

LESSON 1 - FORMAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD  

Y  T  I  L  I  B  I  S  S  O  P  Z  G  Z 
S  O  E  S  U  A  C  A  R  U  S  W  W  B 
J  A  I  E  I  R  O  T  A  E  R  C  G  N 
T  H  T  F  J  F  O  Z  X  M  V  I  N  U 
V  Y  M  R  Y  E  C  A  P  S  O  P  A  P 
E  E  E  X  I  S  T  E  N  C  E  O  B  O 
D  U  F  C  Y  Y  O  B  S  B  R  P  G  B 
L  A  C  I  G  O  L  O  M  S  O  C  I  X 
U  O  Q  L  Z  C  R  M  N  F  V  S  B  L 
X  K  J  T  C  E  F  F  E  I  V  N  M  R 
N  O  M  U  Y  R  A  S  S  E  C  E  N  R 
D  E  S  U  A  C  N  U  V  X  E  M  I  T 
C  R  U  W  Y  B  H  G  X  Q  R  S  E  I 
N  M  V  T  N  E  D  N  E  P  E  D  O  F 

 
 
 
 

WORD BANK: 

Bigbang   Cause   Uncaused   Cosmological 
 

Dependent   Effect    Necessary   Possibility 

 

Existence   Time    Space   Creator 
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LESSON 2 - RELIGION & THE CHALLENGE OF ATHEISM  

THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION 

We know today that the Earth is roughly 4.54 billion years old. Scientists also 
estimate that living creatures existed on this planet at least 3.5 billion years ago. 
However, when life first started on Earth, human beings did not exist to record 
exactly how life began.  
 
Charles Darwin was an English naturalist who studied variation in plants and 
animals during a five-year voyage around the world in the 19th century. He 
explained his findings in 1859 in a book called "On the Origins of Species", where 
he famously formulated the theory of evolution.  
 
This theory states that all different species on earth originated from a common 
ancestry and over the course of more than 3 billion years, evolved from simple 
single cell life forms to the great variety of species that we have present in the 
world today, including human beings.  
 
In other words, the theory proposes that fishes, lions, parrots, mosquitoes and all 
other living beings, including humans are all inter-related and share a common 
ancestor billions of years ago. 
 
MICRO-EVOLUTION VS MACRO-EVOLUTION 

The theory of evolution can be divided into two parts - micro-evolution and macro
-evolution.  
 
Micro-evolution is evolution on a small scale - within a single species. The theory 
of evolution states that evolution happens by natural selection: 
 
!" individuals in a species show a wide range of variation 

!" this variation is because of differences in their genes 

!" individuals with characteristics most suited to the environment are most 

likely to survive and reproduce 

! the genes that allow these individuals to be successful are passed to their 

offspring 

!" Individuals that are poorly adapted to their environment are less likely to 

survive and reproduce. Given enough time, a species will gradually evolve. 

    
The results of natural selection within a particular species has been witnessed. 
Similarly, through artificial selection, human beings have also been able to 
produce new varieties of characteristics within a particular species.  
 

RELIGION & THE CHALLENGE OF ATHEISM  02 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. To understand why the 
universe could not have come 
about through chance 

  
2. To be introduced to Islam's 
position in relation to the 
Theory of Evolution  

In pairs, create a script for a 
dialogue between an atheist 
and a Muslim discussing the 
extent of the validity of the 
theory of evolution and 
Islam’s position on it. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 
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LESSON 2 - RELIGION & THE CHALLENGE OF ATHEISM  

For example, the following different varieties of dogs have been produced 
through artificial selection: 

 
Micro-evolution is a very natural process and is explainable and verifiable through 
science. There is no problem is accepting this idea. However, many atheists have 
tried to use micro-evolution as a way to "prove" macro-evolution. This is the idea 
that over millions of years, the combined effect of natural selection, 
environmental changes and mutations, can sometimes produce changes in 
organisms that are so great that totally new species are produced. Macro-
evolution is thus proposed as the process by which all the different species have 
come into existence, from simple single cell beings to complex creatures like 
human beings.   
 
The problem lies in the fact that macro-evolution is just a theory, which has no 
concrete evidence to prove it and it also contains numerous shortcomings. Most 
importantly, there is no fossil evidence for the theory of evolution. Darwin 
himself admitted that for his theory to be acceptable, there would need to have 
been countless creatures which were half-fish half-amphibian or half-amphibian 
half-bird and so on, whom he referred to as "transitional forms". This is why he 
dedicated a special chapter in his book to ask such problematic questions. 
 
"Why if species have descended from other species by fine gradations, do we not 

everywhere see innumerable transitional forms? But, as by this theory 
innumerable transitional forms must have existed, why do we not find them 

embedded in countless numbers in the crust of the earth?" 
(Charles Darwin, The Origins of Species, 1st ed. p. 172) 

 
Darwin proposed that such transitional forms would be discovered when the 
fossil record is inspected more carefully. It has been now been over 150 years 
since his book was published and despite a lot of effort to unearth evidence 
throughout the world, we are yet to see any evidence of any transitional forms! A 
famous British evolutionist, Derek Ager, thus admits:  
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LESSON 2 - RELIGION & THE CHALLENGE OF ATHEISM  

RELIGION & THE CHALLENGE OF ATHEISM  02 
"The point emerges that if we examine the fossil record in detail, whether at the 

level of orders or of species, we find - over and over again - not gradual evolution, 
but the sudden explosion of one group at the expense of another." 

(Derek Ager Proceedings of the British Geological Association, vol. 87, p. 133) 
 
"If numerous species belonging to the same genera or families, have really started 

into life all at once, the fact would be fatal to the theory of descent with slow 
modification through natural selection."  

(Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species, 1st ed. p. 302) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISLAM’S  POSITION ON EVOLUTION 

The current scientific understanding of evolution is very minimal, especially macro
-evolution, because such evolution is proposed to take place over millions of years 
and hence, it cannot be replicated in a laboratory, nor is there any evidence of 
any transitional creatures available. However, just as we cannot categorically 
accept this theory due to the lack of evidence available, we cannot categorically 
reject it either.  
 
Evolution, as a theory, aims to describe the process through which life - after it 
originated in this world - evolved from its very basic forms, to the great variety 
that we have today. It does not explain to us how life itself began, it just provides 
us with a theory of how life, after it came on earth, diversified and evolved over 
time. Evolution is not a substitute for God.  
 
To use an example, Isaac Newton’s laws of motion may explain why and how a 
snooker ball moves across a snooker table. However, for the ball to actually start 
moving, a person is still required to hit the ball in the first place. The laws of 
motion are not substitutes for the player! In the same way, evolution, if proven 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 
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LESSON 2 - RELIGION & THE CHALLENGE OF ATHEISM  

1. The theory of evolution 
states that all life on earth 
originated from a common 
ancestry. 
 
2. This theory can be divided 
into micro-evolution and 
macro-evolution. 
 
3. There is no problem in 
accepting micro-evolution. 
However, there is no 
evidence available to prove 
macro-evolution. It is just a 
theory. 
 
4. The theory of evolution 
does not challenge the 
existence of God. It just 
proposes an explanation for 
the process used by God to 
create diversity. 
 
5. Muslims reject the idea 
that human beings evolved 
from apes. 

KEY POINTS 

Colin Patterson, a renowned 
p a l a e o n t o l o g i s t  a n d 
evolutionist, once remarked:  
“No one has ever produced a 

species by mechanisms of 
natural selection. No one has 
ever got near it and most of 

the current argument in neo-
Darwinism is about this 

question.” 

DID YOU KNOW? 

1. What is the theory of evolution? 

2. What is the difference between micro-evolution and macro-evolution? 

3. What is Islam’s position on evolution?    

IN SUMMARY 

true, might explain the process through which life evolved in this world; however, 
God is still required to set this process into motion.  
 
Over time, atheists have been working hard to use Darwin's theory to "prove" 
that God does not exist and to show that we do not need to believe in God in 
order to explain how all living beings in the world came about. Those people, 
including countless scientists, who do believe in the existence of God, have been 
labelled as "Creationists" and are made to appear as choosing "religious beliefs" 
over "science". This has unfortunately been part of a widespread propaganda 
mission by staunch atheists to present religion as being incompatible with 
science. This cannot be any further from the truth. Unfortunately, such wrong 
ideas have now crept into the material being taught in our schools and 
universities.
 
Theoretically, Islam does not have any problems accepting that all animal life on 
this planet originated from a common ancestry through evolution, as this would 
simply be an explanation of the process through which God created the countless 
creatures we have today.  
 
However, according to the 
mainstream interpretation of 
Qur'(nic verses discussing the 
creation of Prophet $dam (A), 
Muslims generally reject the 
idea that human beings are also 
the products of evolution and 
that human beings evolved 
from apes. We believe that the 
first human being was a special 
creation of All(h (SWT), who 
was individually created and 
placed on this planet, i.e. not 
through the process of 
evolution. 
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LESSON 2 - RELIGION & THE CHALLENGE OF ATHEISM  

ACTIVITY 

PLACE THE TILES IN THE RIGHT ORDER TO REVEAL A MESSAGE 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1- To understand that the 
reward and punishment of 
Paradise & Hell are actually 
the manifestations of the 
reality of our own deeds 
2- To become acquainted 
with the Qur'(nic verses & 
a+,d*th that point to this 
reality  

Discuss in groups how the 
understanding of the real 
nature of reward and 
punishment that you learnt 
today will impact your 
everyday life, especially at 
the time you are tempted to 
commit sins. 

GROUP ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

LESSON 3 - THE NATURE OF RECOMPENSE & RETRIBUTION 

We are often under the impression that if we are good in this world, All(h (SWT) 
will repay us in the Hereafter in the form of rewards, just like the way our parents 
reward us for getting good results at school by buying us gifts. Likewise, if we are 
bad in this world, All(h (SWT) will punish us for our disobedience in Hell. This too 
is understood in a similar way to a judge passing a sentence for a criminal for 
committing a certain crime. In other words, although there is a relationship 
between our actions and the recompense, the two are not one and the same. 
 
However, when we closely examine the Qur'(nic verses and a+,d*th of the 
Ma$()m*n (A) regarding the nature of reward and punishment in the Hereafter, 
we realise that the truth is much deeper. In reality, not only is there a 
relationship between our actions and the recompense, the two are in fact one 
and the same. 
  
As human beings act in this world, they are also creating a reality for themselves 
in the Hereafter. We can therefore think of the Hereafter as a parallel world that 
exists even now but in a different plane of existence. The inner forms of our 
actions in this world are the outer, physical realities in the Hereafter. 
 
A good way to understand this reality is with the example of a book. A book has 
two covers with hundreds of pages in between. When the book is closed, we can 
see and read the information on the covers, 
but cannot see the information contained 
within the book. When the book is opened, 
we can see the writing on an inner page, 
but cannot see the information on the 
covers.  
 
Now think of the actions in this life as 
information contained in the covers of our book. When we commit these actions, 
we cannot see the reality of these deeds which are contained inside the book. In 
the Hereafter, our book will be opened and we will be shown the reality of our 
deeds. We will enjoy and rejoice over the beautiful realities of our good deeds, 
but we will be tormented by the ugly realities of our bad deeds. 
 
In the Qur'(n, All(h (SWT) says: 

 5P!"I !"%"()"J&(?"4 "Q ";M#:M#'"(?"4 5RS5+ !85T "U5'5* &V#I "U5I5= &W#7&:3 X"="()"(+ #Y!")5Z&:3 "[ 5\#4"4
!"]!"̂ &E"< 8_5̀ ,a"b5c"0 "_"4 ,a"b5d"e #.5f!"d#(? "_ 5Y!")5Z&:3 3 "@ g"]  #"  3M#J57"h !"I 34#i"L"4"4

3,= 5\!"E  $" 3 ,i"E"< "jkl". #m5J&n"? "_"4  
The Book will be set up. Then you will see the guilty apprehensive of what is in it. 

They will say, ‘Woe to us! What a book is this! It omits nothing, big or small, 
without enumerating it.’ They will find present whatever they had done, and your 

Lord does not wrong anyone. [18:49] 

THE NATURE OF RECOMPENSE  
& RETRIBUTION 03 
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Similarly, in another verse, He says: 

  !"I 3M#o4#p #PM#'"(?"4 &m5q5J#L&."< 5r&"s >5I"4 &m5q5o &M"(+ >5I #Y3"@"K&:3 #m#]!"V&d"(? "t &M"(?
 ";M#J"7&K"(- &m#)%#0 

On the Day when the punishment envelopes them, from above them and from 
under their feet, and He will say, "Taste what you used to do!" [29:55] 

 
In other words, human beings do not get "paid" for their good deeds or sins in the 
next world - they actually create their own Paradise or Hell. This concept of our 
actions transforming into a physical form is called "The Embodiment of 
Deeds" (Tajassum al-A!m"l). The good that we create for ourselves in the next 
world can be multiplied and strengthened through persistence in good work here 
and the evil realities that we have created for ourselves in the next world can be 
neutralised or dissolved through repentance (istighf,r and tawbah). 
 
In yet another verse, All(h (SWT) says: 

 gX"=#(? "u&M"v #R"S&K"v 8;"<"4 w gx"K"v !"I 8_5̀ 5;!"9/5&y5: "z&S8: ;"<"4 
And that nothing belongs to man except what he strives for, and as for what he 

strove for, soon shall he see it. [53:39-40] 
 

The verse above does not say that mankind shall see the reward of what they 
strove for. Rather, it says that they will see their actions themselves. 
 
In fact, the Qur'(n informs us that if we had reached the level of certainty (yaq*n) 
in our faith, we too could see Hell whilst in this world: 

 5U5'"S&:3 "m&J5h ";M#7"J&K"(- &M": 8O"0  w "mS 5{"&|3 8;#4"="()":  
Nay! if you had known with a certain knowledge, You should most certainly have 

seen the Hell; [102:5-7] 
 
Regarding the person that backbites someone else, the Qur'(n says that that 
person is in fact eating the flesh of his dead brother. This is not a metaphor, but 
the actual reality of backbiting. If we realised this, we would never backbite 
anyone else again, because of how disgusting its reality is! 

 }&~5̀ B5>8n:3 "�&K"(l 8;5̀ B5>8n:3 ">B5I 3,b5�"0 3M#c5%") &L3 3M#%"I� ">?5@8:3 !"qk(?"< "Q  "_"4 ��
!,�&K"(l m#Z#�&K8(l �")&d"(? "_"4 3M#989""�  !,) &(S"I 5RS 5�"< "m&"� "H#0&"� ;"< &m#0#i"E"< k�5#�"< ��

 #�M#7#) &]5="Z"+  "8�3 3M#'8(-3"4 ��  }mS 5E8. }Y38M"(- "8�3 8;5̀ ��  
O you who believe! Avoid most of suspicion, for surely suspicion in some cases is a 
sin, and do not spy nor let some of you backbite others. Does one of you like to eat 
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the flesh of his dead brother? But you abhor it; and be careful of (your duty to) 
All,h, surely All,h is Oft-returning (to mercy), Merciful. [49:12] 

 
The following +ad*th from the Holy Prophet (S) is also very useful in understand 
the reality of recompense and retribution: 
 
When I ascended to the heavens (for Mi!r"j), I entered Paradise and saw in it an 

open plain and I saw angels constructing (mansions with) bricks of gold and 
bricks of silver; and sometimes they would stop. I asked them, “Why have you 
stopped (constructing)?” They replied, “(We wait) until our payment comes to 

us.” I asked, “And what is your payment?” They said, “The words of the faithful: 
glory be to All"h (subh"n All"h), and praise be to All"h (wa al-'amdu lill"h), and 

there is no god by All"h (wa l" il"ha illall"h), and All"h is the greatest (wa 
All"hu Akbar). When he recites, we build. When he is quiet, we stop." 

 
The following narration is another example of this reality and proof that one who 
is virtuous is actually in Paradise-like gardens this very moment, even if he 
appears to be suffering and in a pitiful condition and one who is evil is burning in 
a Hell-like fire, even if he appears to be living in a palace and enjoying the 
pleasures and comforts of this world: 
 
When the %Abb(sid caliph al-Mutawakkil felt 
threatened by our 10th Holy Im(m (A), he sent his 
commander to arrest the Im(m and bring him to 
S(marra by force. When the Im(m (A) arrived in 
S(marra, al-Mutawakkil first had him stay at a 
rundown place called the Inn of Sa%(lik. 
 
)(li* b. Sa%+d reports:  
I visited Im(m al-H(di (A) on the day he arrived in S(marra. I said to him, "May I 
be sacrificed for you! In every matter, they are only concerned to extinguish your 
light and to diminish you such that they have put you to stay in this hideous inn – 
the Inn of Sa$,lik." 
"Here you are Ibn Sa$*d" said the Im(m (A), and he indicated with his hand. 
Suddenly I was amid pleasant gardens and flowing rivers and gardens in which 
were perfumed plants and beautiful maidens like veiled pearls. My sight became 
confused and I was very amazed. The Im(m (A) said to me, "This is where we are. 
This belongs to us, Ibn Sa$*d. We are not in the Inn of Sa$,lik!" 

1. What is the true relationship between our deeds and the reward and punishment 
in the Hereafter? 

2. Can you explain two verses of the Qur'(n which point to this reality? 

3. Why is it the case that our Paradise and Hell are being created this very moment?  

IN SUMMARY 

1. It is not the case that All(h 
(SWT) will reward us for our 
good deeds like our parents 
reward us for doing 
something good. 
 
2. It is also not the case that 
All(h (SWT) will punish us for 
our bad deeds like a judge 
punishes a criminal by 
passing a sentence on him in 
court.  
 
3. Rather, the reward and 
punishment are the deeper 
realities of our actions in this 
world which will be 
manifested to us in the 
Hereafter. 
 
4. We cannot see the deeper 
reality of our action because 
of the veils on our eyes. The 
Qur'(n states that if we had 
reached the level of certainty, 
we would be able to see the 
Hellfire today. 

KEY POINTS 

The Holy Prophet (S) said: 
"Three things follow a dead 
person (as he/she is on his/
her way to be buried): his 
family, his wealth and his 
actions. Two go back and one 
stays: his family and wealth  
go back and his actions stay 
(with him)." 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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GUESS THE PHRASE! 

There is an alphabet bank under each table. The letters in the bank can be used multiple times. 

 

Alphabet bank [O,E,U,R,Y,L,N,D,G,T] 

Alphabet bank [A,E,I,O,U,H,W,N,T,L,C,R] 

Alphabet bank [L,",E,O,N,F,D,M,T,J,S,U,A,L,H] 

ACTIVITY 03 

                                        

      O   R       R     D     S   
      

        O     W     N     A     O   E 
  

                                        

                                        

    E     R       R     T     G       R 

  O   N   H     V         R       L     

            I G         O   ! 
          

                                        

                                        

    A   A       M   A   -   % M         

M   A           E       B     I       T 

            O         E       
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. To understand the purpose 
of Hell  
2. To become familiar with 
the Qur'(nic verses dealing 
with the description of Hell  

Discuss why someone even 
with a speck of evil in their 
hearts cannot enter Jannah 
without first being purified 
of his/her evil.    

CLASS ACTIVITY 
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MY NOTES 

LESSON 4 - JAHANNAM: THE ABODE OF THE WRETCHED  

1) To start off with, it is important to remember that just like all created things 
around us in this world are manifestations of the different Names of All(h (SWT), 
all events and places in the Hereafter too are manifestations of His Divine Names, 
except that the manifestations in the Hereafter are much stronger. After the long 
journey of numerous checkpoints that takes place on the Day of Judgment, our 
final home is either Paradise 
(Jannah) or Hell (Jahannam). 
 
2) Hell is a place of ultimate 
disgrace and punishment, 
where All(h (SWT)'s wrath is 
continuously manifested 
upon its inmates. All(h 
(SWT) created human beings 
for Paradise, not Hell. He 
placed us in this world so 
that we may acquire 
Paradise through our good 
deeds. Yet, some of us use this time to amass evil deeds. Even the smallest 
amount of evil cannot enter into Paradise, because Paradise is a place where only 
goodness exists. 
 
The purpose of Hell is to purify human beings of their evil deeds through the 
severe punishment that they face there. In reality, as was explained in the last 
lesson, the punishment that they face in Hell is the wretched reality of the evil 
deeds they committed in this world. Once they are purified of their evil deeds, 
they can then finally join the people of Paradise to live in it forever. 
 
From this perspective, even the punishment of Hell, has an aspect of Divine 
Mercy, as it allows people to be purified of their sins. All(h (SWT) says in the 
Qur'(n: 
 

 CmS5"� " &U"(l"4 !"q"(% &(S"(l ";M#+M#�"? w ";M#I5= &W#7&:3 !"5� #YB5@"Z#? 5�8:3 #m8%"q"L 5�5@ g"]
 5; "�B5@"Z#- !"7#ZB5l". 5F "_� B5�"�5c"+ w C;� 

This is the Hell which the guilty used to deny; they shall go round between it and 
between hot, boiling water. So, which of your Lord's bounties do you deny? 

[55:43-45] 
 

3) However, some people have become so evil in this world, such that it is 
impossible to purify them from their evil deeds. No amount of punishment in Hell 
can separate them from their evil. Evil has become part and parcel of their core 
reality. The Qur'(n describes such people as deaf, dumb and blind, not being able 
to return to the straight path again: 
 

JAHANNAM: THE ABODE OF THE WRETCHED  04 
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 ";M#K 5L&="(? "_ &m#q"(+ }D &7#h }m &Z#l �m#e 
Deaf, dumb (and) blind, so they will not turn back. [2:18] 

 
Their hearts are sealed by All(h (SWT) once and for all: 

 

 &m5q5K&"� gx"J"h"4 &m55�M#J#(o gx"J"h #8�3 "m")"�  !"  }a"4!"V5� &m5]5.!"̂ &l"< gx"J"h"4  !"  &m#"�"4
 }mS5n"h }Y3"@"h 

All,h has set a seal upon their hearts and upon their hearing and there is a 
covering over their eyes, and there is a great punishment for them. [2:7] 

 
Such evil people will be made to live in Hell for eternity: 
 

3 ,i"l"< !"qS5+ ">?5i5:!"� w 3,b5K"v &m#"� 8i"h"<"4 ">?5=5+!"Z&:3 ">"K": "8�3 8;5̀  !"  8_
3,b 5̂ "/ "_"4 !�S5:"4 ";4#i5"� 

Surely All,h has cursed the unbelievers and has prepared for them a burning fire, in 
which they will remain forever and they shall not find any protector or helper. 

[33:64-5] 
 
4) When we speak about the different events of the Hereafter, including Paradise 
and Hell, it is important to keep in mind that it is impossible for us to truly 
understand what will happen there and how life will be. This is because the 
Hereafter is a much grander world governed by totally different laws. Just like it is 
impossible to explain to a 
baby in the womb of its 
mother the nature of this 
world, it is impossible for us 
to truly grasp the reality of 
life in the Hereafter. In fact, 
the jump between this world 
and the Hereafter is much 
greater than the jump for the 
baby from the womb to this 
world. Having said that, All(h 
(SWT) has described Hell in 
many verses for us so that we 
can have some basic sort of 
understanding of that 
dreaded reality. 
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A GLIMPSE OF JAHANNAM 

1) The Qur'(n describes Hell as a living creature that shows emotions such as 
rage. It seeks out sinners and envelops them: 

 

 5�&S"d&:3 ">5I #�8(S""� #f!"Z"- w #.M#*"(- "D5]"4 !,'S5q"G !""� 3M#K 5"� !"qS5+ 3M#'&:#< 3"p5̀  !"  
 }=?5@"/ &m#Z5-&"� &"A"< !"q#()"(/"�"� &m#"�"�"v }�&M"(+ !"qS5+ "D5'&:#< !"78J#0 

When they will be cast into it, they will hear it roar as it boils, as though it will 
burst with rage. Every time a multitude is cast into it, its keepers will ask them: 

“Did no warner come to you?” [67:7-8] 
 

 Ci?5�8I >5I &H"] #PM#'"(-"4 56& "�")&I3 5H"] "m8%"q"5| #PM#'"(/ "t &M"(? 
On that Day We shall ask Hell: “Are you full?” And it will reply: “Are there any 

more?” [50:30] 
 

2) In a +ad*th, Im(m %Al+ (A) mentions that Hell has seven different gates leading 
to different areas of Hell. The punishment in each of these areas will be different 
in terms of harshness and pain. One of these is called The Crusher (al-"u-amah). 
It will crush everyone who is thrown inside it and grind them to powder. Then 
they will be made whole again, just to be crushed again and again. Unlike fire in 
this world, which can only burn our bodies, the Hellfire also penetrates into our 
souls and burns it: 
 

 8O"0  !"  #a "i"oM#7&:3 58�3 #. "  w #¡"7"�#&�3 !"I "¢3".&f"< !"I"4 w 5¡"7"�#&�3 5£ 8;"@"c%#S":
 a"i5¤&+" &23 x"J"h #[5J8�"- 5�8:3  

No indeed! He will be thrust into the Crusher! What will explain to you what the 
Crusher is? It is kindled fire of All,h, which reaches to the hearts. 

[104:4-7] 
 

3) All(h (SWT) has created angels specifically to torture the inmates of Hell and to 
stop them from being able to escape from the pits of Hell. These angels are 
referred to as the Zab,niyah: 
 

 #a".!"W5&�3"4 #¥!8%:3 !"]#fM#o"4 3,. "  &m#ZS5J &]"<"4 &m#Z"9#*/"< 3M#o 3M#%"I� ">?5@8:3 !"qk(?"< "Q
 ";4#="I &N#(? !"I ";M#J"K&*"(?"4 &m#]"="I"< !"I "8�3 ";M#̂ &K"(? 8_ }f3 "i 5G }¦ "O5� }¡"Z5§ "O"I !"q &(S"J"h 
O you who believe! save yourselves and your families from a fire whose fuel is 

men and stones; over it are angels stern and strong, they do not disobey All,h in 
what He commands them, and do as they are commanded. [66:6] 
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 #R"?5f "  #̈ &i"S&J"(+ w C¡"¤5©!"� C¡"l5p!"0 C¡"S 5e "  w 5¡"S 5e!8%: 5� !,K"* &9"%": 5R")%"? &8A >5¤": 8O"0
 "¡"S5/ "�8�:3 #̈ &i"%"v w 

No! If he does not stop, We shall drag him by his forehead - his lying, sinful 
forehead. Let him summon his comrades, We shall summon the guards of Hell!  

[96:15-8] 
 

4) The people of Hell always continuously suffer from the pangs of hunger and 
thirst. They will be given boiling hot water, which will make them even more 
thirsty. As food, they will only have bitter fruits from the tree of Zaqq,m. This tree 
grows in the bottom of Hell and its fruits will look like the heads of devils. After 
drinking and eating, they will be taken back to face their punishments.  
 

 w CtMko"ª >B5I C="W"G >5I ";M#J50 "« w ";M#lB5@"Z#7&:3 ";Mk:!8�:3 !"qk(?"< &m#Z8/5̀ 8#~
 5mS5&�3 "Y&=#G ";M#l5.!"V"+ w 5mS57"&�3 ">5I 5R&S"J"h ";M#l5.!"V"+ w ";M#�#c&:3 !"q &(% 5I ";M#¤5:!"7"+ 

And you who have gone astray and denied the truth, will eat from the bitter tree of 
Zaqq)m, filling your bellies with it, and drink scalding water, lapping it like thirsty 

camels.[56: 51-6] 
 

... w "U575:!8nJB5: ,¡"% &()5+ !"]!"%&J"K"L 8 5̀ w 5tMko8�:3 #a"="W"G &t"< ,_#�k(/ }= &(S "� "j5:g"p"<
 &m#q8(/5¬"+ w 5U5©!"S8V:3 #¥4#F#. #R8/"�"0 !"q#K&J"© w 5mS 5{"&|3 5H&e"< 5£ #�#=&" }a"="W"G !"q8(/5̀
 8#~ w CmS5"� &>B5I ,� &M"V": !"q &(S"J"h &m#"� 8;5̀ 8#~ w ";M#�#c&:3 !"q &(% 5I ";M#¤5:!"7"+ !"q &(% 5I ";M#J50 "«

 5mS 5{"&|3 "®5"̄ &m#q"K 5L&="I 8;5̀ 
... Is this the better welcome, or the tree of Zaqq)m, which we have made a test for 
the evildoers? This tree grows in the heart of the blazing Fire, and its fruits are like 
devils' heads. They will fill their bellies eating from it, then drink scalding water on 

top of it; then return to the blazing Fire. [37:62-8] 
 

5) Despite all these terrible punishments of Hell and others which haven't been 
mentioned in this lesson, the worst punishment the inmates of Hell will face will 
be the feeling of being extremely far from the presence and Mercy of All(h (SWT). 
  

 ";M#lM#W&{"78: C@5¤"I &M"(? &m5B5�8. >"h &m#q8(/5̀ 8O"0 
No indeed! On that Day they will be screened off from their Lord [83:15] 
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 5£ &m#"� "° "O"� "_ "j5¤g":4#< ,OS5J"o !,%""± &m55²!"&³"<"4 58�3 5i &q"K5l ";4#="() &V"? ">?5@8:3 8;5̀
 &m#"�"4 &m5qSB50"�#(? "_"4 5¡"I!"S5'&:3 "t &M"(? &m5q&S":5̀ #=#n%"? "_"4 #8�3 #m#q#7B5J"Z#? "_"4 5a"= 5� &«3

 }mS5:"< }Y3"@"h 
But those who sell out God's covenant and their own oats for a small price will 

have no share in the life to come. God will neither speak to them nor look at them 
on the Day of Resurrection- He will not cleanse them [of their sins] - agonizing 

torment awaits them. [3:77] 
 
6) Due to this, the inmates of Hell will be constantly overcome with tremendous 
regret at how they lived there lives: 
 

 &m5q&S"J"h C63"="9"E &m#"�!"7&h"< #8�3 #m5q?5=#? "j5: g"@"0  !"  5.!8%:3 ">5I "U 5L5.!" 5́ m#] !"I"4  
...In this way, All,h will make them see their deeds as a source of bitter 

regret: they shall not leave the Fire. [2:167] 
 

 ,OS5c"v 5PM#v8=:3 "["I #6&@"83 5µ") &(S": "Q #PM#'"(? 5R&? "i"? gx"J"h #5A!8n:3 k�"K"(? "t &M"(?"4 
And the day when the unjust one shall bite his hands saying: Oh! would that 

I had taken a way with the Messenger! [25:27] 
 
 
May All(h (SWT) protect us 
all from such an outcome... 

1. Just like in this world, all 
the events and places in the 
H e r e a f t e r  a r e  t h e 
manifestation of the Divine 
Names of All(h (SWT). 
 
2. Hell is where the wrath of 
All(h (SWT) is manifested 
most severely.  
 
3. However, even Hell has 
elements of Divine Mercy 
because the punishments 
therein serve as purifying 
agents, such that eventually 
most people will leave Hell 
and enter Paradise. 
 
4. Some people will remain in 
Hell for eternity. These are 
those who have committed 
so many evil deeds that evil 
has become part and parcel 
of their reality. No amount of 
punishment can remove their 
evil from them. 

KEY POINTS 

Angel Jibr('+l (A) said to the 
Holy Prophet (S): "If only one 
garment from among the 
garments of the people of 
the Fire was to be hung 
between the sky and the 
earth, the people of this 
world would die of its 
smell." 

DID YOU KNOW? 

1. How can Hell be viewed in one way as Divine Mercy? 

2. How many gates are there leading to different areas in Hell? 

3. What is al-"u-amah? 

4. Describe the tree of Zaqq)m. 

5. What is the worse punishment of the inmates of Hell? 

IN SUMMARY 
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ACROSS 

2. The punishment faced in Hell is due to 
the ________ of our evil deeds that we 
committed in this world. 
4. One of the gates of Hell is called al-
___________. 
5. The purpose of Hell is to ________ 
human beings of their evil deeds. 
7. Hell in the Qur'(n is described as a 
___________creature that shows 
emotions such as rage 
9. The ________ of the evil-doers are 
sealed. 
12. It is _________ for us to truly 
understand what will take place in the 
Hereafter. 
 
DOWN 

1. The food of Hell will be the bitter fruits 
from the tree of ____________. 
3. Angels created specifically to torture 
the inmates of Hell are called 
___________. 
6. The inmates of Hell will be constantly 
overcome with tremendous 
___________. 
8. The worst punishment the inmates of 
Hell is the feeling of being extremely far 
from All(h (SWT)’s _________. 
10. The manifestation of the Divine 
Names of All(h (SWT) are much 
_________in the Hereafter. 
11. Hell is a place of ultimate __________ 
and punishment. 
13. ___________ is a place where only 
goodness exists. 

ACTIVITY 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. To understand the nature 
of Paradise 

2. To become familiar with 
the Qur'(nic verses dealing 
with the description of 
Paradise 

Reflect upon the following 
+ad*th. What do you 
understand from it? How is 
the +ad*th relevant to you in 
your daily life? 
Im(m al-B(qir (A): "Paradise 
is surrounded by trials and 
patience. So whoever 
endures trials in the world 
will enter Paradise. Hell is 
surrounded by pleasures 
and desires. Thus, whoever 
allows himself its pleasures 
and desires [of the world] 
will enter the Fire." 

CLASS ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

LESSON 5 - JANNAH: THE ULTIMATE SUCCESS 

1) The Holy Qur'(n refers to the final 
dwelling place of the righteous people 
in the Hereafter as Jannah. This Arabic 
word originates from the root word Ja-
na-na, which refers to something that is 
hidden from sight. Paradise is referred 
to as Jannah, because of its description 
as a garden hidden from sight due to 
being covered with trees. Another 
possible reason for its name is because 
this promised garden is hidden from our 
sights in this world. 
 
Apart from human beings and angels, 
the third type of intelligent beings 
described by All(h (SWT) in the Qur'(n 
are the Jinn. The name Jinn originates 
from the same root as Jannah. They are 
known as such because they too hidden 
from human sight.   
 
2) The Qur'(n provides us with multiple detailed accounts of the nature of 
Paradise and the type of life its inhabitants will enjoy. It is the abode of 
everlasting peace and bliss. There is no pain nor suffering in Jannah. No worries, 
no old age and its inhabitants will never feel any sort of tiredness or boredom. In 
fact, the Qur'(n is clear that no matter how much we try, we can never even get 
close to understanding what is awaiting the believers in Paradise: 
 

 ";M#J"7&K"(? 3M#/!"0 !"5¶ ,F3"�"L C#U&h"< 5a8=#(o >B5I m#"� "D5* &�#< !8I }z&*"(/ #m"J&K"(- "O"+ 
No one knows what delights of the eyes are kept hidden for them as a reward for 

their deeds. [32:17]  
 
3) As discussed in the last two lessons, the reward and punishment of Paradise 
and Hell are the manifestations of the reality of our deeds in this world. When we 
perform good deeds or sin in this world, we only see the apparent forms of our 
deeds. However, the true beauty or ugliness of our deeds will be shown to us in 
the Hereafter. Paradise and Hell exist today. We are creating our Paradise or Hell 
with every action that we perform! 
 
4) Human beings were created to eventually live in Jannah. Anything other than 
Jannah is below the worth of the human being, the best of All(h (SWT)'s creation. 
He granted human beings the special gift of free will, so that they can perform 
good deed in this world and create their Jannah.  
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LESSON 5 - JANNAH: THE ULTIMATE SUCCESS 

Im(m %Al+ (A): "Verily there is no price for your soul except for Paradise, so 
do not sell it for anything else." 
 
However, just like when raw material is used in a factory to manufacture precious 
items and in the end we are also left with some waste product, the same too goes 
for human beings who choose to use their free will to perform evil deeds. The only 
fitting place for this waste product is Jahannam.  
 
Im(m al-)(diq (A) said: "The people of the Fire will be kept permanently in 
the Fire because their intentions in the world were such that it if they were 
to live forever therein, they would disobey All"h forever. And verily the 
people of Paradise will be made to remain in Paradise permanently because their 
intentions in this world were such that if they were to live forever therein, they 
would obey All"h forever. So it is due to these intentions that these and those 
have their permanent residence."  
 
Then the Im(m recited the word of All(h, the Exalted: "Say, 'Everyone acts 
according to his character" and said that it means according to their intention. 
 
5) The path to Paradise is through Hell. All of us will pass through Hell: 
 

!"]#f5.3"4 8_5̀ &m#Z%B5I ;5̀"4  #"  !�S 5�&'8I !,7&)"E "jB5l". gx"J"h ";!"0  
There is not one of you but shall pass by Hell. This is a decree which your Lord 

will fulfill. [19:71] 
 

The most righteous people described in s)rat al-W,qi$ah as "The Foremost of the 
Foremost" (al-s,biq)n al-s,biq)n), will be kept far from the Hellfire and will 
quickly pass through to Paradise.  
 
As for the rest, they will need to become cleansed from all traces of evil in them 
before being fit to enter Paradise. This will either take place through direct Divine 
Forgiveness and Mercy or through purification via temporary punishment in Hell. 
 

BCH5� &>B5I m5]5.4#i#e 5£ !"I !"%&h"�"(/"4...
And we shall strip all rancour from within their hearts… [7:43] 

 
Im(m al-B(q+r (A): "Some people will burn in the Fire, until they are burned 
to ashes [and become pure] - then they will be taken out through 
intercession." 
 
Only the most evil of people, who cannot be purified from their evil no matter 
how much they are punished, will remain in Hell for eternity. 
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LESSON 5 - JANNAH: THE ULTIMATE SUCCESS 

THE DESCRIPTION OF JANNAH 

1) Jannah is described in the Qur'(n as a beautiful garden where rivers will flow: 

 ";M#'8()#7&:3 "i5h#4 5�8:3 5¡8%"&|3 #H"�8I  !"  #.!"q&(/" &23 !"q5)&"s >5I �5=&"�  !"  !"q#J#0#<
!"qkJ5·"4 }m5§3"f  #" 3M"'8(-3 ">?5@8:3 "̧ &'#h "j&J5-  !"  #.!8%:3 ">?5=5+!"Z&:3 "̧ &'#h84  

And such will be the Paradise promised to the God-fearing: rivers will flow 
beneath it, its fruits will be eternal, and so will be its blissful shade. That is the 
ultimate destiny of the God-fearing while Fire is the destiny of the unbelievers. 

[13:35] 
 

2) The inhabitants of Jannah will live in huge palaces made of gold, silver, pearls 
and rubies, where they will be reclining on their thrones and socialising with 
other people in Jannah:  

 C¡"/M#\&M8I C.#=#v gx"J"h  w "U5J5l!"'"()#I !"q &(S"J"h "U5¤5Z8)kI  
On thrones decorated, Reclining on them, facing one another. [56:15-6] 

 

 C°"= &(c"() &v5̀ &>5I !"q#(%5§!"�"l C¹#=#(+ gx"J"h "U5¤5Z8)#I  #"  C;3"f 5 &U"()8(%"&|3 "º"L"4  
Reclining on beds, the inner coverings of which are of silk brocade; and the 

fruits of the two gardens shall be within reach [55:54] 
 

3) In Paradise, people will be reunited with their righteous family members and 
will be married to the most beautiful heavenly spouses created especially for 
them, called the ")r al-$#n. Angels will be there to serve and greet the believers: 

 &m55» 8QB5.#p"4 &m5q 5L3"4&ª"<"4 &m5q5§ "�� &>5I "¼"J"e >"I"4 !"q"(/M#J#� &i"? C; &i"h #6!8%"L  !" 
 &#½&="(c"e !"5¶ m#Z&S"J"h }t "O"v w CY "� B5H#0 >B5I m5q&S"J"h ";M#J#� &i"? #¡"Z5§ "O"7&:3"4  #" 

 5.38i:3 "̧ &'#h "m&K5%"+ 
The gardens of perpetual abode which they will enter along with those who do 
good from among their parents and their spouses and their offspring; and the 
angels will enter in upon them from every gate: "Peace be upon you. You merit 

this reward for your steadfastness. How excellent is the ultimate abode!" 
[13:23-4] 
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4) There will be various different types of rivers flowing in Paradise. The food and 
drink will resemble those in this world, but the taste will be far greater than what 
is available in this world. Eating and drinking from these will also carry immense 
spiritual pleasure and benefit: 

 ";M#'8()#7&:3 "i5h#4 5�8:3 5¡8%"&|3 #H"�8I  !"  >B5I }.!"q&(/"<"4 C> 5v� 5&b"� CF!8I >B5I }.!"q&(/"< !"qS5+
x�*"̂ kI CH"9"h &>B5I }.!"q&(/"<"4 "U5l5.!8VJB5: Ca8@8: C=&"¾ &>B5I }.!"q&(/"<"4 #R#7&K"© &=8(S"d"()"(? &8A C"¿8:  !" 

 &m5B5�8. >B5I }a"=5*&d"I"4 563"="78�:3 B5H#0 >5I !"qS5+ &m#"�"4  !"   3M#'#v"4 5.!8%:3 5£ }i5:!"� "M#] &>"7"0
 &m#]"F!"K&I"< "[8�"'"(+ !,7S5"� ,F!"I 

A parable of the garden which those guarding (against evil) are promised: Therein 
are rivers of water that does not alter, and rivers of milk the taste whereof does 
not change, and rivers of drink delicious to those who drink, and rivers of honey 
clarified and for them therein are all fruits and protection from their Lord. (Are 

these) like those who abide in the fire and who are made to drink boiling water so 
it rends their bowels asunder. [47:15] 

 
5) Anything and everything the people of Paradise desire would be made instantly 
available for them: 

 ";M#h8i"? !8I m#"�"4 }¡"q50!"+ !"qS5+ &m#"� 
They shall have fruits therein, and they shall have whatever they desire.[36:57] 

 
6) Each day the people of Paradise will be shown new manifestations of the 
Beauty and Majesty of All(h (SWT) and each day they will continue to get closer to 
Him. Despite all of the physical pleasures that they will enjoy in Paradise, the 
greatest happiness for them will come from attaining the Pleasure of All(h (SWT) 
(ri(w"n All"h), knowing that their efforts in this life paid off and that He is happy 
with them: 

 !"qS5+ ">?5i5:!"� #.!"q&(/" &23 !"q5)&"s >5I �5=&"� C6!8%"L 56!"%5I &N#7&:3"4 "U5%5I &N#7&:3 #8�3 "i"h"4
 C; &i"h 56!8%"L 5£ ,¡"cB5S"© ">50!"9"I"4  #"  #="(c &0"< 58�3 ">B5I };3"M&\5."4  #"  #mS5n"K&:3 #ª &M"*&:3 "M#] "j5:g"p  

All,h has promised to the believing men and the believing women gardens, 
beneath which rivers flow, to abide in them, and goodly dwellings in gardens of 

perpetual abode; and best of all is the pleasure of All,h; that is the grand 
achievement. [9:72] 

 05 

Im(m %Al+ (A) has said: 
"Paradise has eight doors: a 

door through which the 
prophets and the truthful 

ones will enter, a door 
through which the martyrs 

and the righteous will enter, 
five doors through which our 

Sh&!ah and our lovers will 
enter...a door through which 
the rest of the Muslims will 

enter, those that bear 
witness to 'There is no god 
but All"h and who do not 
bear an atom's weight of 

enmity towards us, the Ahl al
-Bayt."  

DID YOU KNOW? 

IN SUMMARY 

1. Jannah is the Arabic word 
used in the Qur'(n for 
Paradise. It is the eventual 
destination of the good-
doers. 
 
2. Paradise is a pure place 
and no evil can enter it. 
Therefore, all its inhabitants 
will be purified from their evil 
before they can enter it. This 
will either be by direct Divine 
Forgiveness and Mercy or 
t h r o u g h  t e m p o r a r y 
punishment in Hell. 
 
3. People will live physical 
lives in Paradise and the 
beauty and pleasure of 
Paradise is beyond our 
wildest imagination. 
 
4. The greatest joy for the 
people of Paradise is 
attaining the Pleasure of 
All(h (SWT). 

KEY POINTS 

1. Why is the path to Paradise through Hell? 

2. How are we creating our Paradise or Hell today with each action we perform? 

3. Describe three different features of Paradise. 
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ACTIVITY 

UNSCRAMBLE EACH OF THE CLUE WORDS 

Copy the letters in the numbered cells to the matching cells at the bottom. 





FIQH 
What is Fiqh? 
 
Fiqh (Jurisprudence) is a study of the Branches of Religion (Fur)' al-D*n), unlike $Aq,'id (Theology), which is a 
study of the Roots of Religion (U()l al-D*n). It is an expansion of the Shar*$ah based on the Holy Qur'(n and the 
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet (S). Fiqh deals with the rulings pertaining to the observance of each of the 10 Fur)' al
-D*n. 

A person trained in Fiqh is known as a faq*h (pl. fuqah,'). 

 
This Chapter Consists Of: 
 
)ah"rah and Naj"sah 
This part explains the meanings of the words -,hir and najis, and explains the concept of -ah,rah and naj,sah 
in Islam. 
  
Fur%! al-D&n 
This part introduces the 10 Branches of Religion, and gives an insight into some of these branches (most 
relevant to this age group). 
  
*al"h 
In this part, we look at the first of the 10 Fur)$ al-D*n in depth. %al,h is the most important act of daily worship, 
and the pillar of faith. It is a pre-requisite to all our other actions being accepted. For this reason, a large part of 
the Fiqh section is dedicated to learning -al(h and the rulings pertaining to it. 
  
Taql&d 
This section looks at the concept of taql*d and ijtih,d. Ijtih,d is the science of deriving Islamic law from its 
sources, most commonly the Holy Qur'(n and the a+,d*th of Ras)l All,h (S) and the A'immah (A). Taql*d refers 
to following a mujtahid in Islamic Law. 
  
Bul%gh 
This part looks at the period in our lives when we become b,ligh(ah). It explains the changes we experience in 
our bodies as well as our religious obligations upon reaching bul,gh. 
 
 
Why Study Fiqh? 
 
The study of Fiqh is essential because it deals with the rulings pertaining to our daily acts of worship. Without 
knowing these rulings, we cannot perform our %ib,d,t (worship) correctly.  

Dear Lord, 

Guide us in understanding the laws and rulings you have placed within the fold of Islam, so that we may perfect 
our worship and reach nearer to You, with understanding. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. The importance of 
musta+ab prayers 

2. The naw,fil prayers 

3. %al,t al-layl 

Create a list of people you 
would like to pray for in (al,t 
al-layl. You may start your 
list with the name of Imam al
-Mahd+ (A)  

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 

MY NOTES 

MUSTA+AB PRAYERS 01 
THE IMPORTANCE OF PERFORMING MUSTA+AB PRAYERS 
All(h (SWT) says in the Qur'(n that He created us so that we may worship Him. 
Prayer is the most important form of worship and helps us get closer to All(h 
(SWT). Ras)l All,h (S) has said that (al,h is the mi$r,j of a mu'min. Therefore, if we 
want to get closer to All(h (SWT), we must perform (al,h - not because we have 
to - but because we want to out of love for Him.  
  
When we do something w,jib, we don’t have a choice. We have to do it because 
we are afraid of punishment in the Hereafter. On the other hand, when we do 
something musta+ab, it is out of choice. All(h (SWT) loves us even more for that 
act of sincerity, which is why the reward for musta+ab acts is greater than the 
reward for w,jib actions. 
  
Every Muslim must pray 5 times a day. These w,jib prayers include fajr, .uhr, $a(r, 
maghrib and $ish,', making a total of 17 raka$,t every day. 
  
In addition to these, there are 34 more raka$,t that are not w,jib but highly 
recommended to pray every day. These are called the naw"fil prayers (singular is 
n,filah prayer). 
  
Im(m al-!asan al-%Askar+ (A) has said that the signs of a mu'min are five:  
1. praying 51 raka$,t a day (17 w,jib and 34 naw,fil) 
2. going for ziy,rah of Im(m al-!usayn (A) on the day of Arba$*n 
3. wearing a ring on the right hand (e.g. $aq*q ring) 
4. a mark of sajdah on the forehead 
5. reciting Bismill,h loudly in (al,h (for the two s)rahs during qiy,m).’ 
  
The 34 raka!"t of naw"fil prayers should be performed as follows: 
!" 2 raka$,t n,filah before praying fajr (al,h 
! 8 raka$,t n,filah before praying .uhr (al,h
!" 8 raka$,t n,filah before praying $a(r (al,h 
!" 4 raka$,t n,filah after praying maghrib (al,h 
!" 1 rak$ah n,filah prayed as 2 raka$,t sitting down after $ish,' (al,h, and 
!" 11 raka$,t n,filah anytime between midnight and fajr (al,h. This set of 

prayers is also known as (al,t al-layl. 
  
Note that the n,filah of maghrib and $ish,' is prayed after the w,jib (al,h and not 
before. 
  
A musta+ab (al,h cannot be more than 2 raka$,t, so when we have to pray 8 
raka$,t or 4 raka$,t n,filah, we have to pray it in units of two (just like (al,t al-
fajr). 
  
If we are unable to perform all the 34 raka$,t of naw,fil prayers, we should try to 
perform as many as we can.  

LESSON 1 - MUSTA+AB PRAYERS 
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*AL,T AL-LAYL 
The 11 raka$,t midnight n,filah (al,h is called (al,t al-layl or (al,t al-ta+ajjud. It 
is the most important n,filah (al,h and is not attached to any w,jib (al,h. It can 
be prayed any time between midnight and fajr, but it is recommended to pray it 
just before fajr time. All(h (SWT) says in the Qur'(n: 
 

3,fM#7&"À !,I!"'"I "jkl". "j"�"K &(c"(? &;"< x"9"h "j": ,¡"J5+ "  5R5l &i8W"q"()"(+ 5H&S8J:3 ">5I"4 
And during a part of the night, pray ta+ajjud, as a n,filah (extra) for 

yourself. It may be that your Lord will raise you to a position of great glory. 
[17:79] 

  
Q: How do we perform $al"t al-layl?  

1. According to the +ad*th of Im(m al-%Askar+ (A), what are the 5 signs of a mu'min? 

2. Why is it more rewarding to perform a musta+ab action compared to a w,jib act? 

3. What are the naw,fil prayers? When do we perform them? 

4. What is (al,t al-layl? When is it performed? 

IN SUMMARY 

Im(m al-!usayn (A) loved 
(al,t al-layl so much that in 
his parting advice to his sister 
Sayyidah Zaynab he told her 
to remember him in her (al,t 
al-layl. 

1. Performing musta'ab 
(al,h is highly rewarding 
because we perform them 
out of love for All(h (SWT) 
rather than out of 
compulsion. 
 

2. In addition to the 17 
raka$,t which are w,jib, 
there are a total of 34 
naw"fil prayers which are 
highly recommended. 
  

3. The most important of 
these naw,fil prayers is $al"t 
al-layl. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 

LESSON 1 - MUSTA+AB PRAYERS 

STEP 
1 

4 prayers of 2 raka$,t each, making a total of 8 raka$,t. The niyyah for each 2 
raka$,t (al,h is: ‘I am praying 2 raka$,t for (al,t al-layl qurbatan ilall,h’  

STEP 
2 

Perform a 2 raka$,t (al,h with the niyyah: ‘I am praying 2 raka$,t 
$al"t al-shaf! qurbatan ilall,h’. Do not recite qun)t in this (al,h.  

STEP 
3 

Pray 1 rak$ah standing with the niyyah: ‘I am praying 1 rak$ah $al"t al-witr 
qurbatan ilall,h’. This is the most important part of (al,t al-layl. After reciting 
s)rat al-F,ti+ah and another s)rah, raise your hands for qun)t and recite the 
following du$,':  

 5m&S 5E8=:3 5> &�8=:3 5B�3 5m &95l 
 89:3 5BY". 5B�3 ";!"{&c#v  #m&S5n"K&:3 kD5J"K&:3 #B�3 8_53 "R":53 «  #&Á5="Z&:3 #m&S5J"&�3 #B�3 8_53 "R":53 «!"7 5[&c89:3 563"4  

  &:3 5¹&="K&:3 kY"."4  8>#q"()&"s !"I"4 8>#q"(o &M"(+ !"I "4 8>#q"(% &(S"(l !"I "4 8>5q&S5+ !"I"4 5[&c89:3 " &U5\&."_3 5BY"."4 5n"K #i &7"&�3 "4  " &U5J"v&=#7&:3 xJ"h }t"O"v "4 5m&S
 ">&?5=5]!8�:3 5R5:� "4 Ci87"#À xJ"h #B�3 x8J"e "4  " &U57":!"K&:3 5BY". 5B5� 

Then recite seven times:  5.!8%:3 ">5I "j5l 5@5§Â"K&:3 #t!"'"I 3 "@] 
Then recite seventy times:  5R&S":53 #Y&M#(-"3 "4 5BÃ". "B�3 #=5*&d"() &v"3 
Then say 5P &=5*&�3 8m#qBJ:"3and mention the names of 40 Muslims, either living or dead, 
asking All(h to forgive them. Don’t forget your parents, siblings and relatives 
who have passed away. If you do not have any names to mention, you can re-
cite:  56!"%5I&N#7&:3 "4 " &U5%5I &N#7&J5: &=5*&�3 8m#qBJ:"3 
Then say 300 times:  "M&*"K&:"3 
Then do the takb*r, go to ruk)$ and complete the (al,h as normal.  
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Introduction and basic 
rulings regarding khums 

2. How to calculate khums on 
savings 
3. How to purify wealth that 
has been mixed with *ar(m 
earnings 

4. The recipients of khums  

A person earns £24,000 and 
has a total expense of 
£20,500. How much khums is 
she required to pay?  

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

KHUMS 02 
WHAT IS KHUMS? 
Just like (al,h and (awm, khums and zak,t are also acts of worship ($ib,dah) that 
are w,jib on all Muslims. They are not merely taxes on one’s wealth. We cannot 
hope to gain spiritual perfection and the pleasure of All(h (SWT) unless we spends 
our wealth for others. All(h (SWT) says in the Qur'(n: 
  

 }mS5J"h 5R5l "8�3 8;5¬"+ CF &D"G &>5I 3M#'5*&%#(- !"I"4 ";Mkc5#s !85T 3M#'5*&%#(- 8Ä"E 8 5Å&:3 3M#:!"%"(- &>": 
You will never become truly righteous until you spend from what you love most. 

And whatever you spend of anything, indeed All,h knows it. [3:92] 
  
By paying zak,t and khums, we show our concern for the poor and needy. These 
taxes also keep us away from selfishness and greed, and purify our wealth.  
  
The main differences between khums and zak,t include the items on which they 
are applicable and their recipients. Khums is the right of Ras)l All,h (S) and his 
family. It plays a very important role in maintaining the Islamic society, in tabl*gh 
work (the propagation of Islam) and the independence of the $ulam,' from the 
influence of governments. It has been mentioned in many a+,d*th that one who 
does not pay it has stolen a share belonging to Ras)l All,h (S)’s family. All(h (SWT) 
says in the Qur'(n: 
  

 "Æ&=#'&:3 �5@5:"4 5PM#v8=J5:"4 #R"9##¾ 585� 8;"�"+ CF &D"G &>5I &m#) &75%"� !"8Ç"< 3M#7"J&h3"4
 5HS5c89:3 5>&l3"4 5U50!"9"7&:3"4 x"I!")"(S&:3"4 

Know that whatever thing you may come by, a fifth (khums) of it is for All,h and 
the Messenger, for the relatives and the orphans, for the needy and the traveller… 

[8:41] 
  
The khums we pay is divided into two equal parts. One part is the share of our 
living Im(m and is called Sahm al-Im"m. The other is the share of the poor S,d,t 
(the descendants of Ras)l All,h (S)) and is called Sahm al-S"d"t. 
  
During the ghaybah of the Im(m, we give the Sahm al-Im,m to our Marja$, who 
uses it for religious and humanitarian causes. If we know of a worthy cause such 
as the building of an Islamic centre, helping an orphanage, tabl*gh work or a 
humanitarian cause, we can ask our Marja$ for permission to give our share of 
Sahm al-Im,m to that project. 
  
Sometimes charitable organizations and Islamic institutions ask the Marja$ for 
permission to collect khums for their projects. The Marja$ will give them a written 
permission, called an ij"zah, to collect khums.  You can then choose to give them 
your annual khums directly.  
 

LESSON 2 - KHUMS 
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The Sahm al-S,d,t can also be given to the Marja$ who distributes it to the poor 
S,d,t. A poor Sayyid is one who lacks the means for one year’s respectable living 
(in accordance to his/her social status). Khums is given to S,d,t who are Sh+%ah 
Ithn( %Ashar+ and who pray and don’t sin openly.  
 
HOW IS KHUMS CALCULATED? 
Khums is a one-fifth (20%) tax that all b,ligh Muslims are required to pay. It is 
applicable on several items but the most common ones are one’s annual savings 
and when +al,l wealth or property has become mixed up with +ar,m wealth. 
  
Khums applies to all earnings including profit from business, salaries and wages. 
Calculating khums can be very confusing if we don’t have a fixed khums date. The 
first step is to select a fixed date of our choice when we will 
calculate our khums every year.  
  
We should then calculate our total income and subtract from this 
total income all our expenses for that year. Whatever remains is 
our savings as we did not use it during the year. We should then 
pay 20% of our savings as khums. The remaining 80% is ours to 
keep and no further khums will be applicable on it in subsequent 
years. 
  
Even if a person has an ongoing debt like a mortgage, they still 
need to pay khums on their savings. They can however reduce how much khums 
they pay by paying more towards their mortgage and settling any other ongoing 
loans and debts before the khums becomes due. 
  
If a person has earned wealth unlawfully (e.g. by gambling) and it is mixed with 
his lawful wealth and he/she has no idea how much is lawful and how much is 
unlawful, this wealth can be purified by paying khums once on the whole amount. 
THereafter it can be assumed that the remaining 80% is +al,l. Of course this 
doesn’t change the fact that the person has committed a sin by acquiring the 
wealth unlawfully and is obligated to repent and undo the +ar,m act if possible 
e.g. return wealth to the rightful owner if stolen or taken unlawfully.  

1. What is khums? Why should we pay khums? 

2. How is khums calculated? 

3. What are the two parts of khums? Who are the recipients of each of these parts? 

4. What is an ij,zah for khums? 

IN SUMMARY 

There is no khums on the 
following items among 
others: 
#" Mahr (dowry), that is w,jib 

for a husband to give to his 
wife at the time of 
marriage 

#" The earning or property of 
a child who is not b,ligh 

#" Inheritance 

1. Khums is one of the Fur)$ 
al-D*n and an act of $ib,dah.  
  
2. Khums has two parts: sahm 
al-Im,m (share of the Im(m 
of our time) and sahm al-
S,d,t (share of the poor and 
needy descendants of Ras)l 
All,h (S). 
  
3. We should give our khums 
to our marja$ who will then 
utilise it in the right way for 
Islamic and humanitarian 
causes. 
  
4. We can also give our 
khums to those who have an 
ij,zah, to collect khums. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Introduction and basic 
rulings regarding zak,t 

2. How to calculate zak,t 

3. The recipients of zak,t 

Read verse 9:60 and list the 
eight groups of people who 
can receive zak,t al-m,l  

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

ZAK,T 03 
WHAT IS ZAK,T? 
Zak,t and khums are not merely Islamic taxes. They are acts of $ib,dah and are 
part of Fur)$ al-D*n (the Branches of Religion) that are w,jib on all Muslims. The 
literal meaning of the word zak,t is ‘something which purifies’. Zak,t purifies our 
wealth by making those less fortunate share in a portion of it. Through zak,t and 
khums, we can achieve a relatively just and fair distribution of wealth in society. In 
an Islamic society all must live together as one family and share their wealth. 
Every member of society should have the means to live decently. If one group 
lacks it, it is the duty of the others to support them. 
  
All(h (SWT) says in the Qur'(n: 

 &m#Z 59#*/"2 5 3M#I5Bi"'#(- !"I"4 "a!"08�:3 3M#-�"4 "a"O8̂ :3 3M#7S5o"<"4 
 }b 5̂ "l ";M#J"7&K"(- !"5¶ "8�3 8;5̀ 58�3 "i&%5h #�4#i5"� C&b"� &>5I 

And maintain the prayer ((al,h) and give the zak,t. The good that you send ahead 
for your souls, you shall find it (waiting for you) with All,h. Indeed All,h sees best 

what you do. [2:110] 
  
In this verse, All(h (SWT) is telling us that we should not think even for a moment 
that we are losing the wealth that we give away in the form of khums and zak,t. 
In fact, it is an investment we are making for our ,khirah (life in the Hereafter) 
because when we die and go to the next life, we will see our good deeds there 
and enjoy their rewards. Zak,t al-M,l is an annual tax that must be paid on 
certain items such as specific agricultural produce and livestock, and on gold and 
silver currency. It is w,jib on nine items. If a person has any of these items beyond 
a certain quantity for over a year, then they must give zak,t on those items.  
  
The nine items on which zak,t is w,jib are: 

The amount of zak,t to be paid varies depending on the item, quantity and type 
of crop or livestock. The amount of zak,t to be paid on gold and silver coins is 
2.5%. If zak,t has been paid once on a quantity, it does not have to be paid again 
every year.  

LESSON 3 - ZAK,T 
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WHO ARE THE RECIPIENTS OF ZAK,T? 
The following (yah of Qur'(n tells us whom to give zak,t: 
 

 5£"4 &m#q#(lM#J#(o 5¡"*8:"N#7&:3"4 ! "q &(S"J"h "U5J5I!"K&:3"4 5U50!"9"7&:3"4 5F3"="'#*&J5: #6!"o"i8̂ :3 !"8Ç5̀
 }mS5Z"E }mS5J"h #8�3"4 58�3 &>5I ,¡"�?5="+ 5HS5c89:3 5>&l53"4 58�3 5HS5c"v 5£"4 "U5I5.!"d&:3"4 5Y!"o5B=:3 
%adaq,t (zak,t) are only for the poor and needy, those employed to collect zak,t, 
those whose hearts are to be reconciled, for the freeing of slaves, those in debt, in 
the way of All,h, and for the traveller. This is an obligation from All,h, and All,h is 

All-knowing, All-wise. [9:60] 
  
Zak,t can therefore be distributed to any of the following eight groups: 
1. Fuqar"#: The needy - those who are unable to meet their annual 

expenditure. 
2. Mas"k&n: The poor - Those who live even below the level of the needy. 
3. !Amil&n: The salary of those who are employed to collect zak,t. 
4. Mu!allafat al-Qulub: Those non-Muslims whom Ras)l All,h (S) or the Im(m 

or his representative think advisable to help from zak,t so as to gain their 
sympathy and support for Islam and Muslims. 

5. Riq"b: To free the slaves. Islam greatly emphasises the freeing of slaves so 
that slavery can be abolished. 

6. Gh"rim&n: Those in debt to help pay off their debts if they are having 
difficulty repaying them. 

7. F& Sab&l All"h: To help in religious matters and anything that is done in the 
way of All(h e.g. building a masjid, school, improving roads etc. 

8. Ibn al-Sab&l: A traveller who has run out of money and does not have the 
means to return home. 

  
In all the cases above, the recipient of zak,t must be a Sh*$ah Ithn, $!shar* Muslim 
who is not a reputed sinner and who is not a dependant of the person paying the 
zak,t. The zak,t of a non-sayyid should not be given to a sayyid unless he/she is 
in dire need and the khums (sahm al-s,d,t) given to him/her is not sufficient. The 
zak,t of a sayyid can be given to help a non-sayyid. When the Im(m is present, 
zak,t should be given to him. During the ghaybah of the Im(m, if a person cannot 
find anyone deserving to receive the zak,t, it may be given to the Marja$ or his 
agents (wukal,') who will then give it to those who deserve it. 

1. What is the literal meaning of zak,t? 

2. When we pay zak,t, we don’t lose that money. How is this possible? 

3. What are the nine things on which zak,t is w,jib? 

4. Who are the 8 groups of people who are eligible to receive zak,t? 

5. How much zak,t should be paid on gold and silver currency? 

IN SUMMARY 

Besides Zak,t al-M,l, there is 
also a specific Zak,t that is 
paid every year on the day of 
$#d al-Fi-r. It is given at the 
end of the month of 
Rama/,n to help the poor. 
This zak,t is also w,jib on 
every b,ligh, sane Muslim 
and is called zak,t al-fi-r or 
simply fi-rah.  

1. Zak,t is an Islamic tax 
which is w,jib on certain 
items. The literal meaning of 
Zak,t is to purify. Zak,t 
purifies our wealth and 
ensures a more equal 
distribution of wealth in 
society. 
  

2. Zak,t al-m,l is w,jib on 9 
items including wheat, 
barley, dates, grapes or 
raisins, cattle, sheep or goats, 
camels, gold and silver coins. 
  

3. The recipients of Zak,t 
have been mentioned in the 
Qur'(n.  

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. What should we do at the 
time of death? 

2. What is sakar,t al-mawt? 

3. An introduction to  Islamic 
funeral rites. 

Perform a role play in class 
to show what you would do 
and how you would behave 
in the presence of someone 
who was about to die. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

A+K,M AL-MAYYIT  (PART 1) 04 
ISLAMIC FUNERAL RITES 
Death is a certainty that no one can escape from. We have known right from a 
young age that we are here on this earth only for a short period of time. One day 
we will die so that we can go to the next world, which is our eternal home. 
Therefore, one who has prepared for the Hereafter will not fear death but in fact 
look forward to it. 
  
All(h (SWT) says in the Qur'(n: 
 

 &>"h "È5� &E#ª &>"7"+ 5¡"I!"S5'&:3 "t &M"(? &m#0".M#L#< ";&M8(+"M#(- !"8Ç5̀ "4 56&M"7&:3 #¡"'5§3"p Cz&*"(/ kH#0
 5.4#=#d&:3 #̈ !")"I 8_5̀ !"S&(/ ki:3 #a!"S"&�3 !"I"4 "ª!"+ &i"'"(+ "¡8%"&|3 "H 5�&f#<"4 5.!8%:3 

Every soul shall taste death, and you will indeed be paid your full reward on the 
day of resurrection. Whoever is delivered from the Fire and admitted to paradise 
has certainly succeeded. The life of this world is nothing but a delusion. [3:185] 

  
Im(m Mu*ammad al-B(qir (A) has said that the soul of a deceased mu'min is 
asked during ghusl al-mayyit, “Would it please you to be returned to the body?” Its 
reply will be, “What am I to do with more suffering, loss and grief?!” 
 
This means the next world is far more beautiful and comforting for a mu'min 
compared to the life of this world. The time when a person is about to die is called 
the time of i+ti/,r in Arabic, and the pangs and anguish they may feel are referred 
to as sakar"t al-mawt (the pangs of death). 
  
Before death, Muslims should: 
!"Ensure they have prepared a will. They should inform their heirs where to find 
the will and it should be read before the funeral rites and burial as it may have 
specific instructions that need to be taken into account. 

!"Ask for forgiveness from all around and especially from those who they know 
may be upset with them. They should also ask All(h (SWT) for forgiveness of sins 
and for the intercession of Ras)l All,h (S) and his Ahl al-Bayt. Recite the kalimah, 
istighf,r, (alaw,t and any ,y,t of the Qur',n they know, as much as possible. 

!"If they have their own kafan, they should inform those around where to find it. 
!"A dying man should inform his eldest son or nearest of kin about any missed 
(al,h and fasts and if +ajj was w,jib but not done as well as any outstanding 
khums and zak,t. He should ask for all this to be settled as soon as possible and 
before inheritance is distributed. A woman can also ask her next of kin to fulfil 
any missed w,jib,t and in particular if she has any debts that need to be settled. 

  
It is w,jib to place a dying person such that his/her feet a facing towards qiblah. 
The mayyit should also be kept with its feet facing qiblah until ghusl al-mayyit has 
been performed. After the ghusl, the body should be placed in such a way that the 
right shoulder of the deceased is pointing towards qiblah. 

LESSON 4 - A+K,M AL-MAYYIT (PART 1) 
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WHAT SHOULD THOSE AROUND A DYING PERSON DO? 
If a person is struggling and facing difficulties and pain in the moment of death, it 
is recommended to place his/her body where he/she used to perform (al,h and 
to recite for them Du$,' al-$Ad*lah. Help the dying person to recite the 
shah,datayn and if they cannot, then it is recommended to pronounce the 
shah,datayn over the dying person as follows: 

R#:M#v". "4 #�#i&c"h 3 ,i87"#À 8;< #i"qV"/ "4 #É _53 "R":53 _ &;< #i"q &V"/ 
We bear witness that there is no god but All,h. And we bear witness that 

Mu+ammad is his servant and His Messenger. 
  
There are several recommended ad$iy,' that a dying person can recite 
or those near him/her can recite. It is also recommended that as much 
Qur'(n as possible should be recited for the dying person’s comfort, 
especially s)rat Y,s*n, s)rat al-%,ff,t, s)rat al-A+z,b, ,yah 254 of s)rah 
al-Baqarah and ,yah 54 of s)rat al-A$r,f. If possible, these should be 
recited near the head of the person. 
  
It is makr%h to: 
!" leave a dying person all alone 
!" sit near the dying person in the state of jan,bah or +ay/ (for women)  
!" place hands or any object (especially heavy objects) on the stomach or body of 

the dying person 
!" talk too much or cry too much in the presence of the dying person 
  
As soon as a person passes away: 
!" Close their eyes and lips and straighten their arms and legs 
!" Remove any jewellery on the body that may be difficult to remove later when 

the body becomes cold 
! Cover the whole body with a cloth
!" If it is during the night, do not leave the body in darkness 
!" Inform people of the demise, especially the immediate relatives and local 

residents who can attend the funeral 
  

It is strongly recommended that the last funeral rites including ghusl, takf*n and 
burial should not be delayed unless there is an unavoidable reason causing the 
delay.  

1. What does the Qur'(n say about death? 

2. What are the things that a dying person should do? 

3. What is i+ti/,r and sakar,t al-mawt? 

4. What should those around a dying person do? What makr)h actions should they 
keep away from?  

IN SUMMARY 

Ras)l All,h (S) has said, “The 
world is a paradise for the 
faithless and a prison for the 
faithful (mu#min).” 
The opposite is true for the 
life after death. 

1. Death is a certainty. All(h 
(SWT) says in the Qur'(n that 
every soul shall taste death. 
We should therefore prepare 
for death so that we are 
ready for it when it comes. 
  

2. A dying person should 
ensure they have written a 
will and make known to their 
heirs any outstanding debts 
or w,jib,t that they have 
missed so that these can be 
fulfilled on their behalf. 
  

3. It is w,jib to place a dying 
person in such a way that the 
feet are facing qiblah.  

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. An introduction to  Islamic 
funeral rites 

2. How to perform ghusl for a 
mayyit 
3. An explanation on takf*n 
and +un)-. 

Watch a video 
demonstration of ghusl, 
takf+n and tadf+n  

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

MY NOTES 

A+K,M AL-MAYYIT  (PART 2) 05 
ISLAMIC FUNERAL RITES 
The ghusl, kafan (takf*n), and burial (tadf*n) of a Muslim is an obligation on every b,ligh 
sane Muslim. However, it is a communal duty (w,jib al-kif,'*). This means that if it is 
carried out by one or a group of people in the community, the rest are free of its 
obligation, but if it is carried out by none, all are held responsible. 

All of the above mentioned rites should, as a matter of precaution, be performed with the 
permission of the guardian (wal*) of the deceased. The wal* of a wife is her husband, and 
of the father is the eldest son. In all cases the wal* is the nearest adult male relative who 
inherits the most according to Islamic law. If the dead person has appointed someone to 
arrange his/her last rites, that person is to be considered the wal* in these matters. 

Q: How is ghusl al-mayyit performed? 

The person who gives ghusl to a mayyit must be a Sh*$ah Ithn,-$Ashar* Muslim, aware of 
the rules regarding ghusl al-mayyit, $,qil (of sound mind), b,ligh and of the same gender 
as the dead person (or a spouse). 

Ghusl al-mayyit must be done with the niyyah of qurbatan ilall,h. It is +ar,m to charge a 
fee for performing the ghusl for a corpse. If someone undertakes it for the sake of money, 
it will be b,-il. However one can charge for providing the facilities or materials necessary 
for performing the ghusl (i.e. the place, water, kafan etc.) 

It is w"jib to wash the mayyit three times in the following sequence: 

1. With water mixed with sidr leaves (the leaves of a berry or lotus tree). 
2. With water mixed with camphor. 
3. With pure (mu-laq) water. 
 
The manner of ghusl al-mayyit is exactly as any ghusl (like ghusl for jan,bah) using the 
sequential method (al-ghusl al-tart*b*). If a person dies in the state of jan,bah  or 
+ay/, it is not necessary to give them ghusl for that. The ghusl al-mayyit  will 
suffice.  

It is musta'ab that: 

!" At least two persons should be engaged for giving ghusl. One should pour water on the 
dead body, while the other should change its sides. 

!" The soles of the feet of the dead body should face Qiblah. 
!" Ghusl should be given in a covered place and not under the open sky.  
!" The main person giving ghusl should be on the right side of the body, and before each 

of the three ghusls, they should wash their own arms up to the elbows. 
!" All involved in washing the body should recite supplications and ask for the forgiveness 

of the dead person throughout the ghusls. 
!" When the ghusls are over, the dead body should be dried with a towel before starting 

the takf*n (putting on the kafan).  
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+UN-) AND TAKF.N 
"un)- means rubbing camphor on the seven parts of body that touch the ground during 
sajdah. "un)- is w,jib and should be performed after ghusl al-mayyit. 

It is also musta+ab to place two pieces of fresh, green twigs in the grave with the dead 
body. These two twigs are called the jaridatayn and are usually placed on either side of 
the arms of the deceased or on either side of the grave or coffin. 

Takf*n is done after the ghusl is over, the body is dried and +un)- has been done. It is 
musta+ab that the kafan should be white cotton cloth. The w,jib parts of the kafan are 3 
pieces of cloth which should all be large enough to enable them to wrap generously 
around the body: 

1. A cloth for the waist covering the body from the navel (just below waist line) down 
to the knees.  

2. A shirt cloth covering the mayyit from the shoulders to the thighs. 
3. A cloth wide enough to wrap around the whole body, and long enough to be tied 

at the head and the feet of the mayyit. 
 
These three pieces of the kafan are w,jib, although there are some other recommended 
pieces. Those who are involved in giving ghusl, takf*n and tadf*n should learn all the 
detailed rules regarding these processes. 

It is recommended that a 
person should purchase 
his or her own shroud 
while alive, or should 
mention in his or her will 
the source of his or her 
shroud. Otherwise it may 
be provided out of the 
original wealth of the 
deceased.  

1. Islamic funeral rites are w,jib al-kif,'*. What does this mean? 

2. What are the three types of water required for ghusl al-mayyit? 

3. What are the musta+ab acts whilst performing ghusl al-mayyit? 

4. What is +un)-? 

5. What are the three w,jib pieces of cloth for kafan?  

IN SUMMARY 

A dead body is najis before 
ghusl al-mayyit is performed. 
Therefore, a person who 
touches a mayyit before or 
during ghusl should perform 
ghusl mass al-mayyit (ghusl 
for touching a najis dead 
body). 

1. The ghusl, takf*n, and 
tadf*n of a Muslim is w,jib al-
kif,'* on every b,ligh sane 
Muslim. 
  

2. Islamic funeral rites should 
be performed with the 
permission of the wal* of the 
deceased.  
  

3. Ghusl al-mayyit involves 
washing the mayyit three 
times: first with water mixed 
with berry leaves, then with 
water mixed with camphor 
and lastly pure water. 
  

4. After ghusl, +un)- should 
be performed, followed by 
takf*n. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. How to perform (al,t al-
mayyit 

2. An explanation on tadf*n.  

List down the differences 
between (al,t al-mayyit and 
other ritual prayers. 

ACTIVITY 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________ 
 

___________________________
 
 

MY NOTES 

A+K,M AL-MAYYIT  (PART 3) 06 
*AL,T AL-MAYYIT 
%al,t al-mayyit is w,jib for all adult deceased Muslims and for children who are six 
years of age or older as long as at least one of their parents is Muslim. If the 
deceased child was not six years old but knew what (al,h was, then, as i+tiy,t 
w,jib, (al,t al-mayyit should also be performed. 
  
The (al,h for the dead person should be performed after ghusl al-mayyit, the 
+un)-, and the shrouding (takf*n). Even though this (al,h is w,jib al-kif,'*, it is 
highly recommended and there is great spiritual reward for as many Muslims as 
possible to join in the (al,h. 
  
%al,t al-mayyit is different from other prayers. It is not necessary to perform 
wu/)' before this (al,h, or for the clothes or body to be clean (-,hir), though it is 
recommended that those who perform this (al,h should be in a state of ritual 
purity (-ah,rah) and should have done wu/)'. A woman is the state of +ay/ 
(menses) can pray (al,t al-mayyit but she should stand alone and not join the 
lines in the congregation.  
  
It is w,jib that the mayyit should be placed on its back in front of the people 
performing (al,t al-mayyit, with its right shoulder facing qiblah. It is 
recommended that those performing (al,t al-mayyit should stand barefoot. 
Before the (al,h, it is recommended that instead of the adh,n, the people should 
be called to the prayer by calling out 'al-%al,h' al-three times.  
  
After making the niyyah of offering (al,t al-mayyit for the deceased, qurbatan 
ilall,h, five takb*rs should be done, each followed by a certain du$,'. It is 
recommended to raise one’s hands up to the ears during each takb*r. The Im(m of 
the congregation should read the supplications aloud, and those in the 
congregation should repeat them quietly. 

After 1st takb&r: 

 8�3 #PM#v". 3 ,i87"#À 8;"3 #i"q &G"3 "4 8�3 _53 "R":53 _ ;"3 #i"q &G"3 
I bear witness there is no god but All,h and Mu+ammad is All,h’s Messenger
  
After 2nd takb&r: 

i87"#À 5P� "4 Ci87"#À x"J"h 5BH"e "m#q8J:"3 
O All,h, bless Mu+ammad (S) and the progeny of Mu+ammad (S) 
  
After 3rd takb&r: 

6!"%5IN#7&:3"4 " &U5%5IN#7&J5: &=5*&�3 8m#q(8J:"3 
O All,h, forgive all the faithful – men and women 
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After 4th takb&r: 
if it is a man: 

 &:3 3 "@"5� &=5*&�3 8m#q(8J:"3r5BS"7  
O All,h, forgive this dead body   

if it is a woman: 

 ¡")5BS"7&:3 5�5@"5� &=5*&�3 8m#q(8J:"3 
O All,h, forgive this dead body 

  
The 5th takb&r marks the end of the (al,t al-mayyit. The mayyit is now ready to 
be taken away for burial.  
 
AN ISLAMIC BURIAL 
There are many a+,d*th stressing the importance of attending funerals. It gives 
honour to the Muslim who has passed away, comforts the family and loved ones, 
reminds us of the next world, reminds us of our own mortality and how we too 
will one day we washed, shrouded, prayed over and buried by others. There is 
great thaw,b in attending a funeral. 
  
It is musta+ab that when the coffin is taken to the grave, it should be placed on 
the ground several metres away from the grave, then brought a few metres 
nearer to the grave, and for a second time placed on the ground, then brought 
nearer and placed by the side of the grave.  
  
The mayyit should be lowered into the grave gently whilst reciting this musta+ab 
du$,': “O All,h, hollow out the earth on his/her two sides, raise up his/her actions, 
and cause him/her to encounter the pleasures of Paradise from You.” 
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Im(m Ali (A) once 
accompanying a funeral when 
he heard someone laughing. 
He got angry and said, “Is it 
that death is only for others? 
Is it that we will never die? Is 
it that those whom we see       
departing on their journey of 
death will come back to us? 
We lay them down in their 
graves and then enjoy their 
estate!”  

1. *al"t al-mayyit is different 
from other (alaw,t. It 
consists of five takb*rs, with a 
du$,' between every two 
takb*rs. 
  

2. Wu/)' or -ah,rah is not 
required for (al,t al-mayyit 
although it is preferable. 
  

3. Instead of reciting the 
adh,n, people should be 
called to perform the (al,h 
by calling out al-(al,h three 
times. 
  

4. A mayyit should be placed 
on its right side in the grave, 
with its face facing qiblah and 
its head on a pillow of sand. 
  

5. The talq&n should then be 
recited in Arabic whilst 
holding the shoulders of the 
mayyit. 
  

6. After the grave is covered 
with soil, those present 
should put their fingers into 
the soil and recite the tanz&l. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 

1. How is (al,t al-mayyit different from other ritual prayers? 

2. What are the benefits of attending a funeral? 

3. How should a mayyit be placed in the grave? 

4. What is talq*n?  

5. What is tanz*l?  

IN SUMMARY 

The mayyit should be laid into the grave on its right side so that the face is 
towards the qiblah and its back is not on ground, but on the side wall of the grave. 
The right cheek should be on the ground and the head placed on a pillow made of 
earth. 
  
The person placing the mayyit in the grave should place his hands on the 
shoulders of the mayyit and then recite the talq&n. The shoulders of the mayyit 
should be firmly shaken each time the name of the deceased is mentioned in the 
talq*n. The person reciting it should try and recite it close to the ear of the mayyit. 
The talq*n is recited in Arabic and can be found in the ris,lah of the marja$. 
  
After the recital of the talq*n, the people present, except the near relatives of the 
deceased, should push soil into the grave. They should push the soil in with the 
back of their hands (palm facing down), and say: 
  

 ;M#K 5L3". 5R&S":5̀ 8 5̀"4 585� 8 5̀ 
We are from All,h, and to Him we shall return [2:156] 

  
Then some water should be poured on the grave and those present should thrust 
their fingers in the soil (such that it leaves finger marks) and recite s)rat al-
F,ti+ah and s)rat al-Ikhl,( once, followed by s)rat al-Qadr seven times. This is 
called tanz&l. They 
should seek All(h 
(SWT)’s forgiveness for 
the deceased.  
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INTOXICANTS 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. Why are intoxicants +ar,m 
in Islam? 

2. What are the negative 
effects of intoxicants on 
individuals and society? 
3. What are the basic Islamic 
rulings on intoxicants? 

What are the negative 
effects of alcohol on society? 

ACTIVITY 
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CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL AND DRUGS IS FORBIDDEN IN ISLAM 
Islam forbids us from using any substance that causes us to lose control of our 
minds, become irrational and behave like animals. This is not only humiliating and 
degrading, but also detrimental to society as it leads to domestic violence, family 
break-ups, depression, addiction, crime, accidents and fatality among other 
things. 
 

All(h (SWT) forbids alcohol in the Qur'(n: 
 

 5¥!8%J5: #[5+!"%"I"4 }b5c"0 }&~5̀ !"75qS5+ &H#o 5= 59&S"7&:3"4 5= &7"&Ê3 &>"h "j"/M#:"� &9"? 
 !"75q5K&*"(/ &>5I #="(c &0"< !"7#q#&±5̀"4…  

They ask you concerning wine and gambling. Say, ‘There is a great sin in both of 
them, and some profit for people, but their sinfulness outweighs their 

profit...’ [2:219] 
  

 #t"_&ª"23"4 #Y!"̂ /"23"4 #= 59&S"7&:3"4 #= &7"&Ê3 !"8Ç5̀ 3M#%"I� ">?5@8:3 !"qk(?"< "Q 
 ";M#{5J&*#(- &m#Z8J"K": #�M#c5%") &L!"+ 5;!"�&S8V:3 5H"7"h &>5I }z&L5. 

O you who have faith! Indeed wine, gambling, idols and the divining arrows (a 
form of gambling) are uncleanliness from Shay-,n’s work, so avoid them, so that 

you may be successful. [5:90] 
 

Although the word khamr in these verses is commonly translated as wine, it refers 
to all forms of alcoholic drinks such as beer, spirits, wines and so on regardless of 
their quantity, purity or whether their effect is strong or weak, immediate or 
delayed. 
 

Im(m Ja%far al-)(diq (A) was 
once asked if it was 
permissible to take alcohol 
in small quantities that 
wouldn’t cause intoxication. 
He said: “Absolutely not. 
Anything that intoxicates in 
large quantities is +ar,m 
even in small quantities.” 
 

The effects of intoxicants 
are far-reaching. They not 
only harm the consumer but 
also those around him/her. 

07 
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LESSON 7 - INTOXICANTS 

For example, driving can cause the death of innocent people. Similarly, children 
whose mothers take alcohol in pregnancy are born with its harmful effects.  
  
Im(m Ja%far al-)(diq (A) explained why alcohol is condemned in Islam. He 
said: “Alcohol is the root of all evil and sin. A person who drinks alcohol 
loses his sanity. At the time he is drunk, he does not know All"h (SWT), 
does not fear committing any sin, does not respect anyone's rights and does not 
stop from committing evil openly. The spirit of piety and faith departs from him 
and only the impure and vicious spirit, which is far off from the mercy of All"h 
(SWT) remains in his body. All"h, His angels, His prophets and the true believers 
curse such a man, and his daily prayers are not accepted for forty days.” 
  
The use of recreational drugs is also +ar,m in Islam, because they too are 
intoxicants and have similar effects to alcohol.  
 
BASIC RULINGS REGARDING INTOXICANTS 
Alcohol is najis al-$ayn and makes other things najis. Anything that comes into 
contact with alcohol (that is for drinking and not for industrial use) becomes najis 
and must be made -,hir using water. Industrial alcohol that is used to make things 
like perfume is not considered najis. 
  
Food containing even small 
amounts of alcohol is najis and 
cannot be consumed, even if the 
alcohol has “evaporated” in the 
cooking process. This is because 
even though the effects of 
alcohol may no longer be there 
in the food, it has become najis 
and cannot be eaten. It is also 
not permissible to consume 
alcohol for medicinal purposes. 
  
If we buy anything with alcohol 
or someone gives us a gift with 
alcohol (e.g. chocolates or cake 
with rum), we cannot even give 
it to a non-Muslim and must 
throw it away. 
 
Sitting at a table where alcohol 
is served is not permissible. 
When we go out with non-
Muslim friends from college or 
work, it is important that we do 
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not sit with them if they are drinking alcohol. We should avoid any restaurant 
that has a bar, sells alcohol or even permits people to bring their own alcohol. 
  
It is not permissible to grow crops for alcohol production, produce it, buy or sell 
it. In fact, all aspects of alcohol trade from the time crops, such as grapes and 
barley, are grown on the farm to the consumption of the alcoholic drink by the 
end user is forbidden in Islam. This includes distributing, advertising and profiting 
from companies that deal in alcohol production. 
  
Islam forbids all types of intoxicants, including drugs. By ‘drugs’ we do not mean 
medicines, but recreational drugs that are taken to alter a  person’s state of mind. 
They are usually addictive and alter mood and behaviour (just like alcohol). 
Examples of such drugs include opium, heroin, cocaine and marijuana. 
  
Sometimes pain-killers are taken in larger quantities or stronger doses to give the 
same effect as narcotics. Such usages is also considered +ar,m.  

1. What does the Qur'(n say about alcohol consumption? 

2. Is it permissible to use alcoholic drinks in small quantities which do not cause 
addiction? 

3. What are the ten groups of people that Ras)l All,h (S) has cursed due to their 
involvement in alcohol? 

IN SUMMARY 

Ras)l All,h (S) cursed ten 
groups of people who have 
anything to do with alcohol: 
1. Those who cultivate a crop 

with intention of producing 
alcohol from it 

2. Those who crush the fruit 
to make wine 

3. Those who transport it 
4. Those who take delivery of 

it from the supplier 
5. Those who sell it 
6. Those who buy it 
7. Those who serve it 
8. Those who drink it 
9. Those who sit at a table 

where alcohol is drunk 
10.Those who use the income    

earned from alcohol  

1. Consuming alcohol as well 
as dealing in any stage of its 
production, distribution, sale 
and consumption. is +ar,m is 
Islam. 
  
2. Alcohol is the root of many 
evils and leads a person to 
sin.  
  
3. Alcohol abuse destroys 
lives and leads to family 
breakdown. The habit is also 
addictive and difficult to give 
up. 
  
4. We should not sit at a table 
where alcohol is served. 

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 

LESSON 7 - INTOXICANTS 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

1. What is "ijjat al-Isl,m? 

2. What are the conditions 
for "ajj to become w,jib? 

3. What are the main acts of 
$Umrah al-Tamattu$ and "ajj 
al-Tamattu$?  

Can you recall any 
similarities between the acts 
of "ajj and the lives of Nab* 
Ibr(h+m (A) and his son Nab* 
Ism(%+l (A)? 

ACTIVITY 
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+AJJ 08 
+IJJAT AL-ISL,M 
"ajj is one of the w,jib acts of worship (%ib,d,t) in Islam. It refers to the annual 
pilgrimage to Makkah that is performed every year in the month of Dh)'l-"ijjah, 
the last month in the Islamic calendar. Participation in "ajj is w,jib on all Muslims 
at least once in their lifetimes, as long as they fulfil the following conditions: 

!" bul%gh (puberty) 
!" !aql (sanity) 
!" istit"!ah (affordability) 

  
The conditions of istit,$ah are wealth (one should be able to afford it), health (one 
should be physically healthy to make the journey to Makkah and participate in 
+ajj) and transport (including availability of visas). 
  
Those who wish to go for 'ajj should: 
* ensure they have no debts to pay. If they owe money to anyone they should pay 

it back first or ask their permission to pay it later. 
* ensure the money for "ajj is clean and from +al,l earnings. This is by ensuring 

that any w,jib taxes like khums and zak,t have been paid. 
* prepare a will just in case they die before returning home; and ensure the 

executor(S) of their will who is not travelling with them knows where to find the 
will if they need to. 

* it is recommended to give (adaqah before setting out on the journey. 
  
The annual 'ajj ('ijjat al-Islam) is made up of two parts: 

1. !Umrah al-Tamattu! (that can be done anytime between 1st Shaww,l and 8th 
Dh)'l-"ijjah), and 

2. +ajj al-Tamattu! (that must be done from the 9th to 13th Dh)'l-"ijjah of the 
same year as the $Umrah al-Tamattu$). 

  
Pilgrims have to start their +ajj at any one of five specific locations away from 
Makkah. These five places are called m&q"t. At the m*q,t, a pilgrim puts on a 
special dress called the i'r"m, makes the niyyah for +ajj and recites the talbiyyah 
as follows: 

Labbayk, All"humma labbayk. L" sharika laka labbayk 
At Your service (here I am) O All,h, at Your service. There is no partner for You. At 

Your service. 
  
The i+r,m for men is two pieces of unstitched cloth: One piece to cover from the 
waist to the knees and the other for the upper body. Men cannot cover their head 
or feet. For women, i+r,m is a simple long dress with +ij,b. It is recommended for 
the i+r,m to be white, both for men and women. From the miq,t, pilgrims head 
to Makkah to perform $Umrah al-Tamattu$ which consists of taw"f (going round 
the Ka%bah seven times), a two raka$,t $al"h after taw"f, sa!& (running between 
the hills of )af(' and Marwah) and taq$&r (clipping hair or finger nails).  
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+AJJ AL-TAMATTU!   
The w"jib acts in +ajj al-Tamattu! (the 2nd part of the annual +ajj) are: 
  
1. Making the niyyah for "ajj at-Tamattu$ and wearing the i'r"m in Makkah 

before heading out to %Arafah.  
2. Wuq)f (stopping) at %Arafah, an open plain outside Makkah, and staying there 

on the 9th of Dh)'l-"ijjah from .uhr until maghrib.  
3. Spend the night at Mash!ar, a place between %Arafah and Makkah (also called 

Muzdalifah). 
4. Going to Min% after sunrise on the 10th of Dh)'l-"ijjah ($#d al-A/+,). At Min(, 

a pilgrim has to do Ram& al-Jamar"t by throwing pebbles at the last Jamarah 
(The Jamar,t are three stone pillars or walls that symbolise shay-,n), perform 
the sacrifice of an animal and shave the head ('alaq) or clip some hair from 
the head (taq$&r). Women are not allowed to shave their head, but for men it 
is highly recommended to do so. 

5. Staying at Min( for the next two nights and 
throwing pebbles at all three Jamar,t. 

6. Return to Makkah to perform taw,f of the Ka$bah 
seven times. This is called Taw"f al-+ajj.  

7. Offering a two rak!ah $al"h after taw,f near 
Maq,m Ibr,h*m. 

8. Performing Sa!& between the hills &af%# and 
Marwah. 

9. Performing Taw"f al-Nis" (another taw,f around 
the Ka%bah). 

10. Offering two raka$,t (al,h for taw,f al-Nis,' near Maq,m Ibr,h*m. 
  
This marks the end of "ajj al-Tamattu$ and a pilgrim can then remove his or her 
i+r,m. It is important to note that in the state of i+r,m, there is a list of about 25 
things which are +ar,m for the pilgrim. One should become familiarised with this 
list before going for "ajj or $Umrah. Before leaving Makkah, it is musta+ab to do a 
final taw,f called Taw"f al-Wid"# followed by 2 raka$,t near Maq,m Ibr(h+m. 
Whenever a person goes for $Umrah or "ajj, it is also highly recommended to go 
to Mad+nah and visit Ras)l All,h (S) and members of the Ahl al-Bayt (A) buried in 
Jannat al-Baq+ near the Masjid al-Nabaw+.  

1. What is "ijjat al-Isl,m? What are the conditions for it to become w,jib? 

2. What are the miq,t? What three things must a pilgrim do at one of the miq,t? 

3. What acts does %Umrah al-Tamattu$ consist of? 

4. What is Ram* al-Jamar,t? 
5. What are the three places outside Makkah where the pilgrim has to go during 

"ajj al-Tamattu$? 

IN SUMMARY 

It is highly recommended to 
go to Makkah for $Umrah in 
other months besides "ajj in 
D h ) ' l - " i j j a h .  W h e n 
performing $Umrah, it is w,jib 
to enter Makkah in I+r,m and 
perform $Umrah al-Tamattu$ 
which consists of taw,f, a 
two raka$,t (al,h after taw,f, 
sa$* and taq(*r. "ajj al-
Tamattu$ is only done in Dh)'l
-"ijjah, so for $Umrah pilgrims 
do not go to %Arafah, 
Muzdalifah (Mash%ar) or 
Min(.  

1. The annual pilgrimage to 
Makkah in the month of Dh)'l
-"ijjah is called +ijjat al-
Isl"m. 
  

2. It is w,jib on all sane and 
b,ligh Muslims to perform 
"ajj at least once in their 
lifetime if they have the 
istit"!ah (affordability, health 
and possibility of travelling to 
Makkah). 
  

3. "ijjat al-Isl,m consist of 
two parts: !Umrah al-
Tamattu! and +ajj al-
Tamattu%. 
  

4. Pilgrims must first go to 
one of the miq"t to put on 
the i'r"m, make niyyah for 
"ajj and recite the talbiyyah.  

KEY POINTS 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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